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GENERA L SUMMA R Y

Tbis paper presents estimates of secondary or indirect employment
which is associated witb manufacturing indusu’y. This includes associated
employment supported in services by industry’s purchasing of services
inputs, employment supported in services by tbe expenditures of industrial

employees on services, and enaployment in services supported by the re-
spending of taxes arising fi’om industry and its employees.

Secondary Services Employment Associated with 7btal Manufacturing
It is found that, in all of these categories combined, there were

approximately 168,100 services jobs which were associated witb
manufacturing industry in 1991. This meant tbat there were about 84
associated services jobs per 100 direct manufacturing jobs. These figures
are estimates which should not be regarded as highly precise, but they
sbould indicate the order of magnitude involved. (Tbese figures leave out
the effccts of spending of profits of manufacturing or re-spending of
taxation of manufacturing profits. If approximate estimates of tbose effects
are included, there were about 87 or 88 associated services jobs per 100
direct manufacturing jobs.) It is wortb noting here tbat, for reasons
discussed in Chapter 2, we would not regard the entire numl)er of jobs
which are estimated as being associated with manufacturing as a "net"
contribution to total employment wbich is all caused to exist by industry.

7¥ends Over Time in Secondary Services Employment Associated with Total
ManufactuTing

Looking at trends over time, it is found that the total secondary
services employment associated witb manufacturing bas tended to change
at slightly different rates to total direct emplo),ment within manufacturing
itself. The ratio of total secondary services employment to direct
manufacturing employment drifted slowly downwards over the period
1983-90, fi’om 89 to 83 jobs pet" 100 direct manufacturing jobs. This was
followed by a small increase to 84 per 100 in 1991 and a larger increase to
91 pet" 100 according to the preliminary estimate for 1992. Tbus by 1992, it
is estimated that the ratio of total associated services jobs per 100 direct
manufacturingjol)s was just slightly higher than the ratio in 1983, lifter a
decline in the intervening period.
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In the period 1983-91, at least, it would have made rather little
difference to one’s judgement of industry’s overall employment
pertbrmance whether one considered the associated services employment
or not. For there were only quite small and gradual changes in the
relationship between direct manufacturing employment and total
secondary services employment, so that direct manufacturing plus
secondary services employment combined changed at only slightly
different rates to direct manufacturing employment alone. In the period
1983-91 as a whole, direct manufacturing employment fell by -1.0 per cent
per annum while direct plus secondary services employment combined fell
by -1.3 per cent per annum. In the sub-period 1983-87, direct
manufacturing employment declined by -2.9 per cent per annum while
direct plus secondary services employment combined declined by -3.2 per
cent per annttm. And in the sub-period 1987-91, direct manufacturing
employment recovered to grow by 0.9 pet" cent a year while direct plus
secondary services employment combined grew by 0.6 per cent a year.
The preliminary figures for 1992, however, indicate that direct plus
secondary services employment combined grew at a substantially higher
rate than direct manufacturing employment in 1991-92. This shows that
tile relationship between secondary services employment and direct
manufacttwing employment is capable of changing qtfite sharply, although
in fact it changed only quite slowly throughout the period 198..’3-91.

Seco’ada~y Services Employment Associated ~oith Indigenous and Overseas
Manufactu’~ng

Looking at indigenous and overseas manufacturing separately, tile
direct employment record of indigenous industry was poorer than that of
all industry, particularly in 198%87 althougla its employment performance
has improved since then. The record of secondary services employment
associated with indigenous i~ldustry was poorer than that of its direct
employment. Thus the ratio of secondary services employment to direct
manufacturing employment declined fox" indigenous industry. There were
ahout 86 secondary jobs in services per 100 direct indigenous
manufacturing jobs in 1983, falling to about 74 per 100 in 1990. The figure
then increased to 77 in 1991 and an estimated 80 in 1992, which was still
below the figure of 86 in 1983.

Overseas industry had a stronger record of direct naanufacturing
employment than all industry, and the record of secondary services
employment associated with overseas industry was somewhat stronger
again. The ratio of secondary employment in services to direct
manufacttxring employment fox" overseas indttstry increased fi’om 93
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secondary jobs in services per 100 direct manufacturing jobs in 1983 to 94
per 100 ill 1991 and an estimated 105 per 100 in 1992.

Thus by 1991, there were 94 associated jobs ill services per 100 direct
jobs in overseas manufacturing, while there was a lower ratio of 77 per 100
for indigenous industry. Tile preliminary estimates for 1992 indicate that
the gap between these figures for overseas and indigenous industr),
widened in 1992. Tile difference between tile two is explained mainly by
tile fact that overseas indusu’y has substantially higher sales per employee
than indigenous industry. At the same time, expenditure on h’ish services
as a percentage of sales is about tile same in both overseas and indigenous
industry, while pay as a percentage of sales is not much lower in overseas
industry than ill indigenotts industry.

It may be concluded from this that the relatively high level of sales per
employee in overseas manufacturing, and tile growth in its sales and its
sales per employee, have been of some benefit for h’ish employment
through tile secondary effects in associated services. This is so despite the
fact that a relatively high percentage of the value of the sales of overseas
manufacturing is not spent in h’eland, but is rather spent on imported
inputs or is taken out of the country in tile form of profit oudlows. The

amount which is spent within the country, on wages and salaries and on
Irish services, has been suflqcient to have supported secondary services
en~plo),ment which is greater relative to direct manufacturing employment
than in tile case of indigenous manttt~acturing.

It should be noted, howevel, that this ill itself cannot lead to a simple
conclusion that overseas industry is "stq)erior" to indigenous industry in
su])porting ussoeialed services emplo),ment, in any absolute sense. For tile
impression of "superiorit)," ill this respect arises only when one expresses
the secondary services employment ill relation to direct manufacturing
employnlent. If one were to look at tile levels of either direct
manufacturing employment or secondary services employment in relation
to the wdue of sale~- i.e., mtmbers of jobs per IR£million worth of sales -
indigenous industry would look "superior" to overseas industry ill
supporting employment.

Thus one should be careful not to jump to inappropriate policy
conclusions based only on the perspective of the relationship between
associated services emplo),ment and direct manufacturing employment. In
particular, we would not wish to conclude from this that overseas industry is
better than indigenous industry at supporting employment, or that policy
eflbrts should give priority to promoting overse~ industry for that reason.
Indeed, it seems clear that major efforts to develop indigenous industry
are called for, most obviously because there is little sign that overseas
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investment alone could be sufficient to make a satisfactory contribution to
the counu’y’s employlnent needs. Howeveh it does seem valid to conclude
that overseas indnstry does make a significant contribution to supporting
~;econdary services employment as well as direct manufacturing
employment. Its employment impact should not be overlooked, despite
tile fact that much of the value of its turnover is not spent in Ireland.

Employment Associated ~oith Purchasing by Industry of Irish Manufactured Inputs
This paper also looks at employment supported by overseas and

indigenous industry’s purchases of malaufactured materials and
components which are made in h’eland. It is estimated that about 10,200
people were employed in Irish manufacturing in producing industrial
products as inputs for overseas industry in 1983, rising to about 14,000 hy
1991. When expressed in terms of nuillbers of indirect manufacturing jobs
per 100 direct jobs in overseas manufacturing, the estimates are 12 in 1983
and 16 in 1991. Thus tile secondary inanufacturing employment was
increasing both in absolute terms and in relation to direct overseas
employment.

h. should be noted, however, that these estimates of secondary
enlployment in Irish manufacturing in producing industrial products as
inputs for overseas industry are rather different in character to the
estimates of secondary services employment. This is because some of the
secondary employment in the supplier industries concerned is in overseas
industry itself, i.e., some ovel-seas firms purchase some manufactured
inpnts fi’om other overseas firms in h’eland. Thus, unlike tile secondary
services employment, tile secondary manufacturing employment is not all
additional to direct overseas manufacturing employment. To take account
of this point, we also present rather rough or approximate estimates of the
amount of secondary employment in producing industrial products for
overseas indnstry which is in indigenous indusu-y alone. These estimates
are about 8,200 in 1983 rising to about 11,200 by 1991; this estimate for

1991 amounts to about 10 per cent of total indigenous manufacturing
eml~loyment in that year.

In the case of indigenous manufacturing, it is estimated that tile
employmenl inw~lved in producing h’ish manufactured products as inputs
for indigenous industry was about 24,200 in 1983, declining to about
18,900 in 1991. When expressed in terms of numbers of indirect
inanufacturing johs per 100 direct jobs in indigenous manufacturing, the
estimates are 19 in 1983 and a slight decline to 17 in 1991.

Again, it should be noted that these estimates of secondary
employment in h’ish manufacturing in producing industrial productS as
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inputs for indigenous industry are different in character to the estimates of
secondary services employment, to the extent that much of the secondary
etnployment in the supplier industries concerned is in indigenous industr),
itself. Titus, unlike the secondary services employment, tile secondary
manufacturing employment is not all additional to direct indigenous
manufacturing employment. Nevertheless, the estimates of secondary
manufacturing employment do have some meaning, in so far as they
indicate that tile amount of emplo),nlent in producing Irish manufactured
inputs for the average indigenous mantffacturing firm is about 17 per cent
of the average firm’s OWn employment.

The figure of 17 indirect manufacturing jobs per 100 direct
manufacturing jobs for indigenous industry is almost tile same as the
figure of 16 for overseas industry in 1991. But it should be noted that this
would not necessarily support a cleat" and unambiguous conclusion that
overseas industry is very nearly as good as indigenous industry at
supporting employment in h-ish supplier industries, in any absolute sense.
Such a conclusion is suggested only when one expresses the indirect
employment in relation to direct manufacturing employment. If one were
to look at the levels of either direct or indirect manufacturing employment
in relation to the value of sales, indigenous manufacturing would look
rather better than overseas manufacturing at supporting emplo),ment.

Thus one should again be careful not to jump to inappropriate policy
conclusions based onl), on the perspective of the relationship between
secondary manttfacturing employment and direct manufacturing
employment. However, it does seem valid to conclude that overseas
industry does make quite a significant contribution to supporting
secondary manufacturing employment as well as direct manufacturing
employment. Its enlplo),ment impact should not be overlooked, despite
the fact that much of the value of its turnover is not spent in h’eland and
that much of its material inputs are imported.



Chapter I

h\rlTIODUC770N

This paper is concerned with u’ying to assess tile significance of the
emlJIoyment which is associated widl manufacturing industry. The interest
in this matter arises from an awareness that measures of the direct
employmenl within industry alone do not tell the full story about its
influence on employment, since industry can help to generate or sustain
fitrther employment indirectly in various ways. For example, in addition to
employing people directly in factories, industry helps to support other jobs
in services by iks purchases of services. Thus industry could be regarded as
having influences on employment which ;,ire broader than its direct
employment alone.

There ;,ire a number of different reasons why it might be thought
desirable to attempt to quantify this further employment whicll is
associated with industry. For example, one might want to have a
comprehensive measuremenl o1" the overal[ scale of the "impact" of
mantd’acluring on employment, simply In order to show that
manufacturing is very important for employment in this country, l-loweve~,
this general ol]jective could probably be achieved by qualitative comment
;rod by reference to a few key statistics, without requiring very thorough
and detailed quantitative research. Besides there are real problems in
Irying to measure, or even tl~ identify, all aspects o1: the employment eft’eeLs
associated with manufacturing. For tiffs reason, it would be dirt]cult if not
impossible to arrive at a full), comprehensive (and generally accepted)
estimate of the overall scale of the employment associated with industry.

Nevertheless, there are reasons why it is important to try to nleasttre ;.it
least the more significant and quanlilqable elements of employment
associated with mantffacturing and - more particularly - to assess how
these have been changing. This is necessary in order to be able to monitor
and assess progress over time in job creation stemming from industrial
developmell t.

For example, for a long period in the 1980s, h’eland had declining
industrial employment together with relatively strong growth in indusu’ial
OtLtl)iUl. AI the same time, it appeared that quite a ]lumber ot" prominent
mamufacmring companies were tending to shed certain service functions
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whicb were formerly done witbin tile firm and to purcbase these services
l’rom outside the firm. Such a combination of trends created problems in

forming a judgenaent about whether this amounted to a positive or
negative contribution by industry to creating employment.

For it was at least possible that the growtb in industrial production,
perhaps together with significant growth in subcontracting of services,
could have meant strongly growing purchases by industry fi’om otber
sectors thereby sustaining growing employment in tbose other sectors.
Thus the trend in the overall employment associated with industry could,
in principle, have been rather different to the trend in direct employnlent
within industry alone. Thus it is necessary to have a good understanding of
the broader trends in order to judge how satisf~tctory or unsatisfactory is

tbe employment perlormance of indusu-y.
A related issue which arises in this regard concerns tile contribution to

tile economy and to employment which is made by overseas or foreign-
owned industry in Ireland, especially in the "modern" or "high
technology" sectors. These industries have been a major source of
industrial growtb for more than tile past decade, but the growtb in tbeir
output was much stronger than their employment growth since their
productivity has been both bigb and rising rapidly. By 1990, total overseas
or foreign-owned manufacturing accounted for 45 per cent of total
mant~faeturing employmelat, but a more substantial 55 per cent of
manufacturing gross output anti as mucb as 68 per cent of manufacturilag
net output (Census of Industrial Production 1990).

Thus, overseas industry accounts for a considerably greater share of
output than of enq)loyment in nlanufacturing. This raises the question
whether overseas industry might be substantially more important for
employment than its sbare of direct naanufacturing employment suggests.
This coulcl be the case if its relatively bigh level of output leads to relatively
high levels of purcbasing fi’om other sectors tbereby sustaining large
amounts of en~ployment in tbose other sectors. On the other hand,
however, there has been a growing awareness that overseas industry
imports many of its material inputs, withdraws very substantial profiLs from
h’elancl, and may also engage to some degree in transfer-pricing wbicb
would artificially inflate tbe recorded value of its production. Thus, it
could be tbat the relatively higb share of overseas industry in recorded

manufacturing output gives a quite misleading impression of its
importance for the h’ish economy or h’isb employment. If so, tbis raises
tile possibility that overseas industry might contribute ratber little more to
h’ish enlployment beyond its own direct manufacturing enlployment.

In view of these issues, it is a matter of some importance to attempt to
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measure at least the more significant and quantifiable elements of the
secondary enaployment ~tssociated with manufacturing. In attempting to do
so in this paper, the primary ohjective is to address the question how has
the employment associated with manufacturing changed over time - in a
context of relatively rapid growth in the output of manufacturing indusu’y
and particularly at times when much of the growth has come fi’om the
overseas sector? In considering such questions, it is clear that information
on employment generated directly within manufacturing industry alone
could give a misleading or confltsing impression of industry’s overall
contribution to employment change. Or at least it could leave some
important questions unanswered. Hence it is of practical relevance to

attempt to assess the trends in the broader area of employment associated
with manufacturing industry.

This paper reports on research findings on these issues. Chapter 2 ill’St
discusses the conceptual issues, concerning what is meant by the secondary
employment associated with manufacturing. Chapter 3 then describes the
hasic data source which is used in estimating dais secondary associated
employment, and brielly outlines how the data are used. Next, Chapter 4
presents estimates of non-manufacttwing employment which is associated
with all manufacluring industry and shows how this has changed over time
since 1983. Chapter 5 then present.s estimates of the non-manufacturing
employment which is associated with h-ish indigenous manufacturing and
wilh overseas manttfacttwing and examines how and why this has changed
over tithe. Chapter 6 presents and considers estimates of employment in
m;inufacluring which is sustained by the purchasing of manufactured

inputs from h’ish industry by both overseas and indigenous industry.
Finally Chapter 7 draws together the conclusions of this report.



Chapter 2

THE NATURE OF SECOA{DAR Y EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIA TED WFIT-I
ENDUSTR Y

The basic aim of this paper is to attempt to estimate the principal
elements of emplo)qllent which are ,associated with manufacturing industry
and - more particularly - to examine how has the employment associated
with manufacturing changed over time. Such an undertaking is based on
the premise that industry not only employs people directly, i.e., within
industry itself, but that there is also other employment which is in some
sense associated with or at least partly dependent on trends in
manufacturing. Thus, we need to consider the nature of this secondary
employment associated with industry.

There is a certain amount of existing literature which has a bearing on
this issue, such as the literature on the economic effects of foreign
multinational companies in developing or newly-industrialising countries,
e.g., Lall (1979) and International Labour Office (1984). The literature on
project appraisal or cost-benefit analysis is also rele~mt. In both of these

areas of study, attempts have been made to take account of both the direct
and indirect or secondary impacts of industrial activities on an economy.
In some cases, the focus of study is an individual company or project, while
in others it is a grouping of companies such as a sector. But either way, the
conceptual issues which arise have some similarity to those which need to
be considered in examining the secondary employment associated with
h’ish mantd’acturing industry.

It is relevant, therefore, to consider Table 2.1 which shows a listing of
suggested indirect or secondar), emplo),ment effects, fi’om an ILO report
on employment generation by multinational companies in developing
countries. The items in this listing are partly self-explanatory, but it is
worth noting that what are called the "rnacroeconomic effects" in Table
2.1, arising from the spending of incomes earned within a multinational
subsidiary, are often called "induced" employment effects. The "narrow
horizontal effects" mentioned in Table 2.1 refer partly to effects on local
competitors making similar products; these effects, which could be
negative, wotdd be relevant when considering the impact of individual
companies, but not when considering the impact of industry as a whole or
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complele seclors oF induslry. "N;Lrrow horizontal effects" could also
include efl~:cls on olhers competing lot supplies of sinfilar inputs or labour
skills. The b old horizonlal ellecls inchLde more general effects on
ofltcrs (not.iust competitors), for example through effects on general
quality of mallagcment, labour skills, technolog)’, labour costs, government

et tlcal effecLs" in Table 9 I, the "backwardpolicy, etc. Under the heading", -’-" ..

effects (or link:~ges)", arising t1"o111 purchasing of SUl)plies of inputs, are
;tiSO SOl]lClilnCS Icrincd "indirect" effecls.

All lyl)~:s (fl’enq)loyuulenll indirectly genez~Ltcd

thr~>llghom I}le local ccoll~iily by the MNE

sul)sidi;uT

I,hnl)loymenl indirectly genemucd throughout

Ih(: I.cM economy as a rt:sllh of sl)ending by the
M NE subsidi:uT’s workers t)r shareholders

I~mph:)ymeIII indirectly gencnltcd among other

loom enterprises as a rCsllll of cmnpetition with

the MNE subsidi;uT

I~.liq]h~ymenl illdircclly generated among Iocul

cmcrl)riscs competing ii~ lh~: same il~dusu)’ as

the MNE subsidia~T

I’~mphLvmcnl indirectly gcnct’alcd among local

Cnlcrprises active in ~llher izldustz-ies than the
MNE sul)si¢li:~IT

En~ploymcnl indirectly gcnc~lcd by tile MNE

subsidia~’y among its IocM suppliers and

CII~;I()III~I’~

Eilq]lo)’nlenl indirectly generated by the MNE
subsidi:u%’ among ils local supl)liers (of n~w

m;~tei’i:tls, p;u’LS, componcnls, set’vices,tic.)

EmploymeI~t indirectly gcncnued I)y Ihe MNE

subsidku’y among iLs local cuslomers (e.g.,
distribulors, service ;Igcnls. etc.)
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While Table 2.1 includes a wide range of suggested secondary
employment effects of an industrial activity, it is not necessarily exhaustive.
For example, a fiu’ther effect, which might be included under the heading
"macroeconomic effects", is the effect of tax revenues generated by an

indusu’y - which make it possible [br the public sector to generate further
employment. Henry (1990/91) is one example of a study of secondary
economic and employment effects which includes tile effect of re-spending
of tax revenues; although that study refers to tourism rather than industry,
the principle is much tile same.

There would be considerable difficulties in actuall), measuring, or even
identifying, some of the effects mentioned in Table 2.1. A fairly common
practice has been just to measure direct employment, "backward linkage"
(or "indirect") employment, and activity stimulated by the spending of
incomes arising in indusu’y (termed "macroeconomic effects" in Table 2.1
and also known as "induced" effects). Some previous research in Ireland
has aimed to measure SLlcb secondary or associated eml)loyment in certain
years, with some variations in approach.

For example, Henr), (1981) presented estimates of backward linkage
employment of new grant-aided manufacturing and tile rest of
manufacturing in 1976. O’Riordan (1984/85) estimated backward linkage
employment in "marketed services" attributable to purchasing of the

"goods producing" sectors in 1975. 1-1enr), (1990/91) estimated backward
linkage and "induced" emplo),n~ent attributable to tourism in 1989,
together with employment etTccts of re-spending of taxes arising from
tourism. Kennedy (1991) analysed backward linkage expenditures by
overseas and indigeHous manufacturing in 1983 and 1987, without
estimating the employment implications of this. Thus these sorts of
estimations are practicall), feasible, but there are some conceptual issues
and measurement difficulties arising even with these types of procedures.

h~.teqJretation of Causation
Although it has been quite a common practice in various countries to

measure at least some of the secondary employment associated with
industry, such as the "backward linkage" and "induced" employment, there
can be some problem in interpreting what such measures actually mean.

At one level, of course, they can be understood simply as descriptive
indicators of how employment in an economy is structured - with x
number of people being employed in supplying tile purchases of industry
or its emplo),ees. But it is also of interest to ask does this mean that
industrial activity actually causes all of this other employment to exist? In
tile absence of demand from industry, would not at least some of those
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employed in supplying its requirements be employed anyway - whether in
doing the same thing for other customers o1" doing something else?

Tile first point to be made here is that the presence of an industry in
an economy is not in itself entirely sufficient to cause the secondary
associated employment. It is also necessary that others should take the
steps needed to establish the activities which supply the requirements of
daat inclustry or which supply the requirements of its employees, etc.
However, we can think of the presence of industry in an economy as, at
least, creating opportunities which make possible the development of the
secondary associated employment. Thus, industry can facilitate or
stimulate the creation of the associated employment, rather than
automatically causing it to exist by its mere presence alone.

Having said that, it is necessary to consider whether the physical
location of an industry has any real influence on the location of the

secondary employment associated with it. For example, does the fact that
an industry is in h’ehmd significantly help other producers in Ireland to
supply inputs to it, or would it be just as easy for them to supply other
customers elsewhere regardless of their location? On this question it seems
reasonable to take the view thai the local presence of indttstries generally
does help to a significant degree to develop the associated employment in
tile same econolny.

Leaving aside purchases of primary products (which we refer to
separately below), industry and its employees purchase services anti
industrial products. Many sei’~4ces, in particulm, must be provided on die
spot to local customers, so that if industry and its employees generate

demand for such services this is a strong influence in causing services
production locally. This point can be supported by the observation that
services constitute a far smaller proportion of international u’ade than of
i)roduction, indicating that many services tend to have to be provided
locally fi)r local markets. In the case of Irish manufacturing industry (to
anticipate Otll- results a little), some four-fifths of the services it purchases
are sourced in Ireland. This could not be the case, in such a small and
open economy, if it were jtlst as easy to source such services frolll other
locations, and it indicates that industry does tend to stimulate this
associated employment within the domestic economy to a significant
degree.

In tile case of purchasing of industrial products hy industry or its
employees, such purchasing would also usually help or facilitate the
development of domestic supplier industries within the same economy to a
significant degree. Although this effect is not as clear as in the case of
services, since industrial products can generally be more readily exported
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and imported, there is evidence that it is nevertheless of some importance.
Thus even overseas or foreign-owned malaufacturing in Ireland

purchases 30 pet" cent of its materials and components fi’om h’ish sources
(Census of Indusu’ial Production, 1990). This may seem a rather low figtn’e
fi’om some point.s of view, but in fact it could not be anything like as high
as it is if there were not a distinct tendency to source inputs locally rather
than importing tilcm, given that h’eland accounts fol" such a very small
proportion of all the potential suppliers of inputs. Furtllermore, Telesis
(1982) reported that overseas firms in h’eland would like to purchase a
higher proportion of tlleir material inputs within the country, because it
would be economically advantageous to do so, if products of the right
quality and price were available. An Bord Trachtala (1992) found, too, that:
there is a similar preference among main contracting fit’ms for sourcing
from local sul)contractors if prices and quality are competitive.
Unpublished IDA studies also support this point. Thus, there does seem to
be a significant tendency to source material inputs locally in preference to
importing them.

For these reasons, therefore, it seems reasonable to take the view that

the local presence of inclustry in an economy does have a genuinely
significant effect in stimulating the development of secondary associated
enlplo)qllent, in services or industry, in the same economy.

l-loweve,, the purchasing by some industrial sectors of material inputs
fl’om the primary producing sectors - principally fl’om agricuhure - is
something of a special case. While tile I’)resence of the purchasing
industries would benefit tile primary producers in terms of better prices
and more secure markets than tile), would have otherwise, it would appear
to be quite misleading to regard the industries concerned as being
responsible for generating the employment in primary production. In
realit},, primary production generally existed before significant processing
inclustries were established. And even in the absence of the processing
industries tocla~; the raw materials - or at least some (perhaps different)
mix of primary products - would probably be produced in any case, given
that the natural resource of land exists. Indeed, it might well be more true
to say that tile existence of the processing indttsu’ies is made possible by,
among other things, the local availability of the primary products.

As Kennedy (1991) notes, it is only to the extent that a processing
industry enhances the profitability of agricuhural production and/or
induces additional production that it can be said to involve development of
backward linkages. Kennedy also mentions that the classic discussion of
backward linkages by Hi,’schman (1958) noted that the highest value of
apparent backwa,’d linkage was found in grain milling, but considered that
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it would be quite unrealistic to think of the grain production as being
induced by the grain mills; rather the grain mills constituted a forward
linkage fi’om the agricultural production.

The approach adopted in this paper is to consider it unlikely that

industrial purchasing of h’ish primary products can, in general, be credited
with much responsibility for causing or generating primary production or
for sustaining the emplo}~nent of those engaged in such production. Thus
we do not count backward linkage employment in primary sectors as part
of the secondary associated employment which may be attributable to
industry in a meaningful sense. No doubt this is a little crude since such
purchasing by industry is certainly of some benefit to the primary
producers, but at least it seems to be more realistic than the alternative
course of counting primary production ms being substantially generated by
industry.

Following from the discussion above, therefore, the view is taken in this
paper that the presence of indusu’y does have a genuinely significant effect
in stimulating or helping the development of secondary associated
employment in the same economy - in services or industry but much less
so in primary production. Consequently, when quantitative estimates are
presented of the secondary emplo)~nent associated with industry, this will

not include primary sector employment.
It is worth pointing out that such quantitative estimates of secondary

employment associated witl)industry cannot really be interpreted as
estimates of the "net" contribution to total employment which is caused to
exist by industry. For if industry somehow ceased to exist, the economy
would look very different indeed. There would probably be vet’), different
levels of wages, prices and other variables, quite likely involving - in
particular - much lower wages, so that there could be consequent
emplo)~nent increases in other sectors. Thus the "net" contribution to the
stock of total employment which is caused by the existence of industry
could well be something less than the whole stock of employment which
we can meastn’e as being associated with industry.

Besides, if we were to make statements about the industrial sector
"causing" or being responsible for the whole stock of the associated

employment, this could be taken to imply that all of industry has an
independent, atitonomous existence, with the other activities depending
on it. That would be a somewhat questionable proposition, particularly
since some industries are themselves suppliers to other sectors or indeed to
other industries. Furthermore, there is generally some degree of inter-
dependence between associated econonli£ activities such as purchasers and
suppliers. However, it is not intended to embark here on a detailed
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examination of the question of the autonomy or dependence of different
economic sectors.

Rather, we will be content to think of estimates of the stock of
emplo),nmnt associated with industr), as being, first, descriptive indicators
of how employn~ent is structured in tile econom), - with so many being
employed in supplying the purchases of industry or its employees, etc. We
would also argue that the presence of industry does have a genuinely
significant effect in stimulating or belping the development of the

associated emplo),nmnt in the same economy. But in presenting numerical
estimates of sucb associated emplo),ment, we do not mean to imply that
these are precise figures for tile "net" contribution to total employment
which is "caused" to exist by industry.

In fact, the basic objective in estimating measurements of the
secondary employment associated with industry is not so much to provide
a comprehensive quantitative measurement of the whole stock of secondary
employment generated or caused to exist hy industry. Rather tile aim is to
produce good indicators of tile more important types of secondary
~Jssociated emplo),ment, estimated in a consistent manner over time. Then

¯ we are interested in observing the changes in these indicators over time, as
well as the differences in tbese indicators for different types of industry.
For the changes in such indicators (as well as in direct manufacturing
emplo),nlent) may be seen as providing information about trends in tbe
total industry-related employment contribution which tell us more than
trends in direct industrial employment alone.

This focus on the issue of changes over time raises the question
whether changes ill industry or its secondary associated employment can
generally be regm’ded as "net" changes to total employment. A relevant
consideration here is whether one can assume that general eqtfilibrium
with fldl employment is the normal situation. If this can be assumed, then
an increase in industry or its associated employment generates no net
addition to employment because all would have been employed even in the
absence of that increase. Oil tile other hand, if there is normally chronic
high unemploynlent, then it is possible tbat all of an increase in
employment associated with an addition to industrial activity is an
additional net contribution to total employment.

In this regard, it shotdd be noted that the data examinecl in tbis paper
refer to h’eland in the period since 1983. Throughout that period there
have been historically high levels of unenq)lo),ment, often combined with
high levels of emigration. Tbus, tbere has been a chronic excess supply of
labour and far fi’om fldl employment. In these circumstances, it seems that
increases in employment associated with increased industrial activity could
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generally be regarded as being net additions to what would have existed
otherwise, since ahernative employment opportunities were scarce. It is
possible that there may have been some tendency for such employment
increases in industry or" its associated ser~4ces to generate a general upward
pressure oll wages, with consequent tendencies to uudernline and reduce

emp]o}qllent to some extent in other non-associated services. But it seenas
likely that such tendencies would have been weak in an environment of a
substantial excess supply of labour. (The available quantitative estimates of
these types of effects - whereby emplo),nlent increases can bid up wages
and undermine employlnent in other sectors - wotdd not generally refer
to such effects in undermining services employment; thus they would not
shed much light on the processes considered in this paper.)

A further issue which is relevant here, however, is whether or not there
are shortages of certain skills in the economy. If there are, and they cannot
be quickly remedied, then emplo),ment generated by an increase in
industrial activity for people with those skills would not amount to a net

additional contribution to total emplo)’naent caused by that activity. For
even if there is a high level of general ttnenq~loyment, the people whose
skills are in short supply would have been employed in any event. On the
other hand, if there are no shortages of skills, then it is possible that all of
the increased employn~ent associated with growth in industrial activity is a
net additional contribution to total employment.

O11 this issue, it can be said that since the earl), 1980s there has been
little evidence of substantial shortages of skills in Ireland. ’6qlile shortages
of some skills may have been experienced at certain times in certain places
this has not been a very widespread experience. Thus Sheehan (1992)
shows that throughont the 1980s since before 1983, less than 5 per cent of
firms were reporting skill shortages. (111 contrast, the figures for the late
1970s were around 20 per cent, while the figures for the United Kingdom
rose fi’om less than 5 per cent in 1981 to over 20 per cent by the late
1980s.) In these circtm~stances, it seems reasonable to conclude that
changes in the level of enlployment stimulated by industry since the early
1980s did not occur in a context of significant skill shortages. Therefore,
relatively few of those benefiting from such additional employment would
have been in a position to find alternative employment readily in a
situation of persistent high unemploynaent. Consequently, increases in the
employment stimulated by industry inay, for the most pal-t, be regarded as
being net additions to what would have existed otherwise.

To summarise and conclude on the general issue of interpreting
causation, it seems reasonable, first, to take the view that the presence of
indusu’y does have a genuinely significant effect in stimulating or helping
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the development of secondary associated employment in the same
economy.

Secondly, we do not argue, however, that estimates of the stock of
secondary employment associated with industry amount to precise
estimates of the net contribution to total employment which is caused to
exist by industry. Estimates of the stock of employment associated with
industry can, at the least, be understood as descriptive indicators of how
employment is structured in the economy - with so many being employed
in supplying the purchases of industry or its employees, etc. We have
argued, further, that industry does have a significant effect in stimulating
the development of such associated employment. But in making
quantitative estimates of the stock of associated employment, we do not
mean to imply that these are precise figures for the "net" contribution to
total employment which is "caused" to exist by industry.

Finally, in the case of Ireland since the earl), 1980s, it seems reasonable
to adopt the view that changes in industrial employment or in employment
associated with industry have been, for the most part, net changes to total
employment.

Problems of Measurement
Apart fi’om the conceptual issue of interpreting causation, there are

also practical difficulties involved in quantifTing some of the suggested
secondary employment associated with industry.

First, the "broad horizontal effects" which were mentioned in Table 2.1
would be very difficult to qttantify, or at least to do so in a regular and
systematic manlier.

Second, the "narrow horizontal effects" could also be difficult to
quantify precisely, although one cotdd investigate whether they exist and
are likely to be significant. It is worth noting, howevel, that the narrow
horizontal effects on local competitors making similar products can be
ignored in the case of examining the secondary effects of industry as a
whole, and probably also in the case of most individual sectors of industry.
This is because, in these cases, local competitors would not usually exist
outside the boundary of the entity heing examined; narrow horizontal
effects on local competitors are more relevant to consider when examining
the secondary effects of individual companies.

Third, in the case of "forward linkage effects", or employment
generated in downstream processing or distribution of an industry’s
products, there are also difficulties. The sales of industrial output as inputs
to other activities would usually only account for part of their inputs. So
the problem is how to attribute, as an effect associated with the supplier
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industry, a qnantified measure of a share of the employment provided by
the downstream activity.

Howevel, the forward linkage effects of h’ish indnstries can in fact be
regarded ,as probably not very significant. This is because the availability of
supplies of h’ish industrial output as inputs to other industries could not
usnally he regarded as being a very important tactor in generating such
downstream activities; there are generally other ahernative sources of
supply. And while h’ish industrial output passes through the distribution
sector, in which people are employed, the employment in distribution
wotdd probably be much the same whether the goods were made in
h’eland or imported. Thus, it is doubtful whether Irish industry helps to
generate much net additional downstream employment in distribution in
excess of what would exist in the absence of industry. In fact, forward
linkages are more usually regarded as effects which are attribntable to
pT"imary production sectors, rather than to indttstry, since there can be
logistical factors which tnake it pa!’ticularly advantageous to perform the
downstream basic processing of primary products in the same economy as
the primary production itself.

Implications of the Causation and Measurement Issues
~qaile there are difficnhies in quantifying certain secondary effects of

industry, some types of secondary employment associated with industry
can be estimated more readily. These include "backward linkage"
employment, i.e., employment in supplying goods and services as inpttts to
indttstry; "induced" employment arising fi-om the sl)ending of incomes
gene~tted by industry; and the employment effects of the re-spending of
t,axes generated by industry. Taken together, these are probably the major
types of associated employment, but it should be borne in mind that,
because of the measurement difficuhies, our measurements of secondary
associated emplo)~llent will not be fully comprehensive.

It also needs to be recogllisecl that the concept of secondary
employment which is associated with industry can raise issues about the
interpretation of causation, as was discussed above. On this, it should be
said that we would not really regard the whole stock of secondary
employment, which can be measured as associated with industry, as being a
"net" contribution to total employment which is all caused to exist by
industry, for the reasons discussed above. However, it seems reasonable to
take tile view that change in industrial activity can have meaningftd effects
in bringing about changes in the secondary associated employment.
Measurable increases (or reductions) which have occurred in the
secondary associated emplo),ment may be regarded as being quite largely
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net additions (or reductions) to total employment.
In col)chlsion, il] estimating ille,EiSUl’enlelltS of tile secondary

employment associated with industry, what we are aiming to provide are
not comprehensive and highly precise measurentents of tile complete

stock of secondar), emplo),nlent generated or caused to exist by industr),.
Rather it is intended to produce indicators of the more significant
categories of associated elllp[oymellt, estimated in a consistent i"llallnel-
over time. Then the t’rends in these indicators (as well as in direct

manufacturing employment) ma), be seen as providing information about
trends in employment related to industry which tell us more than uends in
direct industrial employment alone.



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY AND DATA FOR ESTIMATING SECONDAR Y

EMPLOYMENT

In order to estimate the secondary employment which is associated

with industry, we need data on the expendittn’es of industa’y within the Irish
econon~y, as opposed to what it spends on imported inputs or what it
withdraws fi’om Ireland in the fot’m of profits of foreign-owned firms. For"
this purpose, this paper relies a good deal on the Irish Economy
Expenditures (lEE) survey, which has been undertaken by the IDA (and
now by Forfas) each year since 1983; the origins and scope of dais survey
are outlined in McMahon, McHugh and Bowe (1988).

77~e lrL~h Economy Expenditure~ Survey

The IEE survey covers manufacturing companies which employ 30
people or more. It collects information on companies’ sales and on how
much they spend within the hish economy - on wages and salaries and on
Irish-produced materials, components and services inputs - as distinct
fi’om other expenditures on imported goods or services.

The IEE survey does not amount to a complete census since companies
are not compelled to respond to it, but the response rates are generally
quite good. Firms responding to the survey account for more than 70 per
cent of employment in the target population of firms each year, and
sometimes over 80 per cent (the target population being manufacturing
firms employing 30 people or more). The response rates, again in terms of
employment coverage, tend to he higher for overseas or majority foreign-
owned companies, at over 80 pet" cent, and somewhat lower for indigenous
or majority h’ish-owned companies, at 60-70 per cent.

Since the target population for the survey excludes small firms
employing less than 30 people, the response rate is lower if expressed in
relation to all of naanufacturing in the State. Responding firms account for
54-63 pet" cent of total nlanufacturing employment (except in 1984 when
the figure was 49 pet" cent). There are higher response rates of 67-81 pet"
cent for all of overseas manufacturing and lower rates of 40"19 per cent for
all of indigenous manufacturing (except for a figure of 36 per cent in
1984). These response rates for indigenous manufacturing are lower than

20
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average partly because of a somewhat lower than average response in
relation to the target I)Ol)ulation. But the other reason why they are lower
than average is because firms employing less than 30 people, which are not
surveyed, account for a fairly significant minority of total indigenous

employment, unlike in overseas manufacturing.
The IEE survey provides data on companies’ sales and on their

expenditures broken down by various categories; when all expenditures
are subtracted fi’om sales, profits emerge as a residual. The main point of
the survey is that it distinguishes expenditures within the h’ish economy
from expenditures on imported inputs of materials and services. Thus, it

provides inlbrmation which is essential for esl.imating the secondary effects
of manufactttring which occur within the hish economy.

Grossing Up the &trvey Results
The data presented in this pal)er are not simply based on the raw lEE

survey data for firms responding to the survey. Rather the survey data are
first grossed up to give estimated national figures for all manufacturing
firms’ expenditure on wages and salaries, h’ish-produced materials, h’ish
services, etc. Then, using these expeuditttre data, the various types of
secondary associated employment are estimated.

The method used to gross up the survey results to obtain estimated
national figures is to multiply the survey data by the ratio of national
employment (using IDA/Forfas Employment Survey data) to employment
in companies responding to the survey. This is done separately for each of
36 categories of manttfacturing, namely, the indigenous and overseas
components of each of 18 sectors. National totals - for all manufacturing,
for iudigetlous manttfacturing or for overseas manufacturing - are then
derived by sttmming ttp the sectoral resulL% not by grossing up direcdy fi-om
survey totals to national totals. This should help to eliminate potential
distortions which could arise from different survey response rates between
sectors together with sttbstantial differences in expenditure patterns
between sectors. (Further details on this and other methodological matters
are contained in the Appendix on "Methodological Procedures".)

This grossing up procedure in effect assumes that sales or expenditures
per employee are the same for companies which are left out of the survey
as for those of the same nationality and from the same sector which are
included in it. A likely flaw in this is that sales pet" employee or
expenditures on inputs per employee could be systematically different
(probably lower) for the small firms employing less than 30 people, wlfich
are all excluded fi’om the survey, than for larger firms. In fact, however,
examination of Ccn.~us of Industrial Production (CIP) data on gross output by
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size class of establishments indicates that this flaw would have only very
minor effects oil otlr estimates.

Gross output per employee, and hence presumably expenditures per
employee, are indeed lower [’or smaller firms according to tile CIP, but this
has only minor implications. If one used average CIP gross output per
employee for firms employing over 20, together with employment for firms
of all sizes, to estimate gross output for firms of all sizes, the error would be
less than 1 per cent of actual gross output of firms of all sizes in the case of
overseas industry. The error would be only about 2-3 per cent of actual
gross output in the case of indigenous indnstry. This suggests that the
error involved in our grossing up procedure - arising fi’om systematically
lower sales or expenditures per employee in tile small firms which are
excluded from the survey- would be of about this order of magnitude.

Checking the Accuracy of the ~ Data
While much of the data on Irish economy expenditures fi’om the IEE

survey cannot be compared with tile CIP, it is possible to compare
estimated sales data, obtained using the lEE survey and the above grossing
tip procedure, with data on gross output fi’om the official CIP. Such
comparisons are nsefid for checking the acctn’acy of the lEE survey data
and tile grossing up procedure. These comparisons indicate tllat the sales
estimates obtained using the IEE survey data are generally reasonably
accurate, since they match CIP gross output qnite wen.

To illustrate this point, Table’3.1 shows comparisons between total
manufacturing gross output from tile CIP and our estimates of total
manufacttn’ing sales fi’om the grossed up lEE data. In Column 4 of the
tal)le, the lEE sales estimates (fi’om Column 3 of the table) are expressed
as percentages of tile CIP’s gross output (fi’om Column 1). It can be seen
that the lEE sales estimates are usually higher than CIP gross output, by
more than 5 per cent in some years. However, one would expect tile IEE
sales estimates to be somewhat higher given that they are obtained using
tile IDA’s Employment Survey to gross up tile lEE survey results; for the
IDA’s En~ployment Survey covers all of manufacturing whereas tile CIP
leaves out very small establishments with less than three employees. Thus,
the lEE sales estimates are for all of mannfacturing, whereas tile CIP’s
gross output is for all excluding these very sman firms, so that tile IEE sales
estimates should in fact be a little higher.

Colunln 2 of Table 3.1 shows adjusted CIP gross ontput figures which
are more closely comparable to tile coverage of tile IEE sales estimates.
These adjusted CIP gross output figures are derived by estimating what the
gross ontpnt would have been if CIP employment was as great as in tile
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IDA’s Employment Survey, and if the additional employment was all in very
small firms with gross otttput per employee the same as in CIP
establishments employing less than 10 people. Column 5 of Table 3.1 tben
shows the lEE sales estimates as percentages of these adjusted CIP gross

output figures fi’om Column 2 of the table.
It can be seen that the lEE sales estimates are nearly all within 2 or 3

percentage points of tbe adjusted CIP gross output figures, wbich is quite

satisfactory and gives some assurance on tbe reliability of the lEE survey
data. The one exception is the figure for 1984 where the difference is 6 per
cent. This may reflect the relatively low response rate to tbe IEE survey in
that year, which was noted above. However, this need not be a matter for
concern here since results for 1984 will not be referred to in I.his paper.

Table 3. I : Compatqsons of the lEE Sumu7 Sa~ IL~timate.~ and CIP Gross Output

Year CIP Gross Adjusted
llO’S Salez

lEE Sale.~ IFJ£ Sales

Out]mr CIP Gross IL~timate as % of as % of
£million O~ltput, £million UntulfiL~ted Adjm*ted

£million CIP Cll°

1983 I 1,798.7 12,223.5 12,322.8 104.4 100.8

1984 13,632.0 14,041.0 14,882.0 109.2 106.0

1985 14.435.9 1,1,984.5 15,279.3 105.8 102.0

1986 I ,t,,105.0 14,866.0 15,361.7 106.6 103.3

1987 15,443.4 15,752.3 15,956.0 103.3 101.3

1988 17,389. I 17,75,1.3 18,079.3 104.0 I 01.8

1989 19,740.7 20,194.7 19,667.8 99.6 97.4

1990 19,963.0 20,262.4 20,6,12.5 103.4 I 01.9

1991 20,977.0* 21,228.7 20,8,13.2 99.4 98.2

1992 22,562.0* 22,866.6 22,280.5 98.8 97.4

Derived fi’om C~l.,a,.~ ofhldustria115oduction, lEE SUl’Vey and the IDA’s Employment

Suzx,cy. (Dclails can be found in the Appelldix on "Methodological Procedures".)

The gross output figures fi3r 1991 and 1992 are estimates derived by increasing the

CIP Iigurc tbr 1990 in lille with the increitse in the hldusirial Turnover Index,

The lEE sales estimate Ibr 1992 is preliminmT and is subject to revision when the

II~Xl yttal"S dzlta b~colllC ;iv~lililbl¢l.
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It is also possible to check how the lEE survey data compare with the
CIP in another respect. 113 recent years, the CIP has provided data showing
what percentage of the materials used b), industry are produced in h’eland.
Thus, it is possible to check how these percentages compare with estimates
derived fi’om the lEE snrvey and our grossing up procedure, and such
comparisons are again reasonably reassuring as regards the reliability of
the lEE data. Thus, the CIP indicates that, in 1990, expenditure o13 h’ish-
produced materials as a percentage of expenditnre o13 all material inputs
was 52.9 per cent for all manufacturing, 70.1 per cent for indigenotts and
30.2 pet" cent for overseas manufacturing. This compares with estimates
derived fi’om the lEE snrvey of 53.7 per cent for all manufacturing,

68.8 per cent for indigenous and 30. I per cent for overseas manufacturing.

The Ge~un’al Approach to Estimating SecondaO, Associated Employment

Ti3e general approach adopted here in estimating the secondary
employment associated with manttfacturing is to start wifl3 the grossed up
IEE data for estimates of expenditures by manufacturing within h’eland or
for estinmtes of the pay bill for industry’s employees. Then other sources
are used to estimate how many people are employed in producing the
inputs of goods and services whicl3 manufacturing purchases in h’eland.
Since further employment is generated in producing the inputs required
for the inputs of manufacturing, input-output tables are used to estimate
how many others are further employed in this way.

113 the case of estimating the nnmbers employed in prodncing the
products pnrchased by manufacttJring employees, we starl with the
manufacturing pay bill from the grossed up lEE data. Employers’ and
employees’ PRSI and income taxes are deducted from this to give
employees’ disposable income. Savings are further dedncted from this to
give employees’ expenditure, and this amonnt is treated as being spent on
h’ish-produced goods and services and on imports in the same proportions
as I’ol- total personal expenditure in the official input-otJtput tables. We
then calculate how man), people are employed in producing these h’ish-
produced goods and services, and in producing the inputs required to
prodnce them.

Part of the employees’ expenditure goes to the government as indirect
tax receipts (VAT and excise). The proportion which does so is again
calculated using the official input-output tables, and this amount is added
to the PRSI and income taxes deducted fi’om indnstry’s pay bill (as
mentioned above) to give a combined figure for tax receipts. This amount
is treated as being re-spent by government according to the same pattern
as total public expenditure, with part of it leaking out of the economy in
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tile form of foreign debt interest. The input-output tables are again used in
estimating the employnlent effects of this re-spending of tax receipts
arising fl’om manufacturing.

More information on these estimation procedures is provided below ,as
we deal with each component part, and further details are included in the
Appendix on "Methodological Procedures". Figure 4.1 in the next chapter
should help to illustrate the structure of linkages and secondary ,associated
employment which are being estimated.
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This chapter deals with the secondary employment associated with
manufactt~ring as a whole. Apart from direct employment within
manufacturing itself, it covers three types of associated employment: (1)

backwarcl linkage employment, arising fi’om the purchasing of inputs by
manufacturing; (2) induced emplo),ment, arising in supplying the
purchases of employees; (3) employment supported by the re-spending of
tax revenues generated by manufacturing. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
structure of relationships of these categories of employnaent.

First, in block A in Figure 4.1, there is direct employment within
manufacturing industry itself.

Second, manufacturing firms purchase inputs, thereby helping to
support employment for those producing tile inputs. However, as was
discussed in Chapter 2, we do not consider that manufacturing plays a
major part in generating the employment of those who supply it with
primary prodttcts; therefore we do not want to cottnt that primary sector
enaployment as secondary employment associated with industry. Since all
manufacturing employment is already counted in block A of Figure 4. I, we
do not want to count secondary employment of those producing
naanufactured products ~s inpul~s for other industries, since this would be
dotdJle-counting. Therefore, the secondar), employment in supplying
inputs to manufacturing which we do wish to count as associated with
manttl:acturing is confined to employment in supplying services which are
bought by manufacturing; this is included in block B in Figure 4.1. (Note
that "services" here means everything except primary production and
manufacttJring, so it includes service industries such as production and
distribution of electricity, gas, etc.)

The top part of Hock B in Figure 4.1 includes employment in those
services which are purchased directl), b)’ manufacturing firms. However, in
order to pFoduce these services, tile seFvice companies concerned need to
purchase other services as inputs, and then those other services, in turn,
need to purchase further service inputs, and so on. Thus, the lower part of
block B includes emplo),metlt in all these further rounds of service inputs
which are supported by the purchasing of the services which are originally

26
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Figure 4. l : Employment Associated with Manufacturing Industry

A. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
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purchased directly by manufacturing. We can refer to tile top part of block
B as "first-round backward linkage" employment in supplying the
purchases of industry, wbile the whole of block B can be described as "total
backward linkage" employment.

Next, naanufacturing employees have incomes which are generated in
industry and, after taxes and savings are deducted, they spend these
incomes partly on Irish-produced goods and services and partly on
imports. The "induced" employment in lreland which is associated with
tbe purcbasing of manufacturing employees is included in block C in
Figure 4.1. Again, we do not consider that primary production is caused by
their purchasing to a significant extent, and in any case consumers buy
very little primary products; thus no primary sector employment is
included in block C. Also, since all of manufacturing employment is
already included in block A, block C does not include employment in
producing manufactured products which are purcbased by manufacturing
employees, because we want to avoid double-counting. Thus, in the same
way as block B, block C is confined to employmelat in services.

Also in the same way as block B, block C is divided into p, vo parts. The
top part includes employment in those services wbich are purchased
directly by manufacturillg employees. The lower part includes employment
in producing all the further rottnds of services inputs which are required
to produce the services purchased directly by manufacturing employees.

Further induced employment, arising fi’om the spending of employees’
incomes, is included in blocks D and E in Figure 4.1. Tbus, tbe service
sector employees in block B, whose jobs are supported by the purchasing
of manufacturing firms, in turn spend their incomes partly on h’ish
services. The employment thus supported in these services is inclutled in
block D, which again excludes primary sector employment for the reasons
already mentioned and excludes any manufacturing employment because
all nmnufacturing employment is already counted in block A. In the same
way as blocks B and C, block D is divided into p, vo parts. The top part
includes employment in the services which are purchased directly b)’ the
service sector employees in block B, while the lower part includes
emplo)’ment in producing all the further rounds of services inputs wbicb
are required to produce tile services in tlae top part of block D.

Block E in Figure 4.1 is analogous to block D, except that the services
employment counted in block E originates from tbe spending of the
service sector employees in block C, wbose employment is supported by
the spending of manufacturing employees.

Next, manufactttring firms and their employees pay taxes, wbicb belp
to fund public expenditure. Block F of Figure 4.1 includes employment
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which is supported by the re-spending of these taxes. For tim reasons
ah’eady mentioned, this is confined to services employment. As with other
blocks, it includes employment in services directly supported by tile re-
spending of u~xes, as well as employment in producing the further rounds
of services inputs which are required to produce those services.

Before proceeding to l)resent estimates for these various categories of
employment associated with industry it is worth pointing out that double-
counting is avoided in the structure outlined in Figure 4.1. All
manufacturing employment is included in block A and therefore no
manul:acturing employment is included in the secondary associated
employnmnt, even though individual industries or industrial employees do,
of course, l)urcbase h’ish manufactured products. Similarly, while the
service sector firms and employees in blocks B to F also purchase
mat~ufactured products, these pl’oducts are not cotmted among the rounds
of inputs in blocks B to F because they are ah’eady inchtded in block A.

It is worth making this point because it is possible to use input-output
analysis in a way which invoh,es double-counting. Although we do need to
use input-outl)Ut tables in estimating the secondary employment efTecLs,
our use of them does not involve double-counting.

Estimales of the Seco’~zda’ry Assodated Employm,m.t for 1991
We I1OW present estimates of the variotls categories of secondary

employnaent associated with all manufacturing in 1991, with some
explanation of how each is calculated; a more detailed account of the
calculation of the estimates is contained in the Appendix on

"Methodological Procedures". Subsequently we look at trends over time for
the period 1983-1992 (although the 1992 figures, being based on
preliminary lEE clala, are sul)iect to some revision).

Direct employnaent within nmnufacturing industry amounted to 198,935
in 1991 according to the IDA’s Employment Survey. From the lEE surve);
we estimale that marmfacturing inclustry’s expenditure on Irish services
was £2,699.9 million, which was equal to 13.0 per cent of the value of its
sales. We estimate that, on average, gross output per head in Irish services
was £37,465, so that about 72,100 people would be employed in h’eland in
providing £2,699.9 million worth of services to manufacturing industry.
Thus, employment of 72,100 can be attributed to the top part of block B in
Figure 4.1. The calculation of this estimate involves an implicit assumption
that average ouq)ut per employee in all h’ish services is much the same as
average output per employee in the mix of services which are purchased by
naanufacturing. To the extent that this may not be so, there could be some
margin of error here but, as is discussed in the Appendix, the estimation
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procedure is constrained by the nature of tile available data.
The top part of block B in Figure 4.1 includes employment in those

services which are purchased directly by manufactttring firms. Flowever,
there is further indirect employment associated with this. In order to
produce the services which are purchased by manufacturing firms, the
service companies concerned need to ptn’cb~e other services ~m inputs, and
then those other services, in turn, need to purchase further service inputs,
and so on. Thus, the lower part of block B includes employment in all these
further rounds of service inpu~ which are supported by the purch~ing of
the services which are originally purchased directly by manufacturing.

Using the CSO’s input~utpttt tables (Central Statistics Office, 1992),
we can calculate that in order to produce the £2,699.9 million worth of

services which were ptn’ch~ed directly by manufacturing, a further £1,003
million worth of services were required as all the rounds of further inpu~
into the services fox" manufacturing. With the average output per head in
services at £37,465, it required about 26,800 service sector employees to
produce this £1,003 million worth of services. Thus, employment of 26,800
can be attributed to the lower part of block B in Figure 4.1. Tile CSO’s
input~utput tables which are used in calculating this estimate relate to the
year 1985. Thus, there is an implicit assumption here that the input-output
relationships or ratios change little over a period of some years, which seems

a fairly reasonable assumption but would give rise to some minor margin of
error: (But note that while our estimation procedure holds the input~output
relationships constant, the absolute figures for expenditures on services and
for services output per employee, which would change substantially over
time, are allowed to change in our estimation procedure.)

Again from the lEE survey, it is estimated that manufacturing
industry’s pay bill was £3,183.5 million in 1991, which was equal to 15.3 per
cent of tile value of its sales. After deducting employers’ and employees’
PRSI and employees’ income tax, at national average rates, as well as
savings at national average rates, manufacttwing employees are estimated
to have spent £2,071.5 million. The input~tttput tables indicate that, on
average, 35.9 per cent of personal expenditure is spent on h’ish services,
which allows tts to estimate that manufacturing employees spent £743.7
million on Irish services in 1991. Following the same procedure as fox"
industry’s spending on services, it is estimated that about 19,900 people
were employed in providing £743.7 million worth of services for
manufacturing employees, with a ftn’ther 7,400 employed in providing all
the rotmds of service inputS required for those services. Thus, employment
of 19,900 can be attributed to the top part of block C in Figure 4.1, with
7,400 attributed to the lower part of block C.
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Next, we no~,,,r have an estimate of the numl)er of service employees ill
block I?, in Figure 4.1, and we can estimate their pay bill using average
remuneration per head for tile services sector derived fl’om the National
Income and Expenditu*e 1992. The nunlbers emplo),ed in services purchased
by these services employees can then be estimated in the same way that was

used to estimate services employment arising from spending of illdustrial
pay. In this way we estimate that in 1991 there was eml)loyment of about
8,400 in the top i)art of block D in Figure 4.1, with about a ftu’ther 3,100 in
the lower part of block D.

In a similar way, it is estimated that in 1991 tbere was employment of
about .9,300 in the top i)art of block E in Figure 4.1, with about a further
900 in the lower part of block E.

Finally, concerning the effects of re-spending of taxes arising fl’om
industry, we have an estimate of employers’ and employees’ PRSI and

eml)loyees’ income taxes, calculated at national average rates from
industry’s pay bill. (This amount was previously deducted fl’om industry’s
pay bill before estimating industrial employees’ purchasing of h’ish
services.) We further calculate, from the input-output tables, that on
average just under 17 per cent of personal expenditure goes to the
government in the form of indirect taxes (VAT and excise), so that

percentage of expenditure by manufacturing employees is added to the tin,:
take arising fl’om industry. Tbe estimate of the above combined taxes
arising fi’om manufacturing indusu’y is £1,187.4 million in 1991.

That amount is treated as being re-spent by the public sector according
to the same pattern as total public expenditure. This means that, in 1991,
8.’~ per cent of it left the h’ish economy in the form of foreign debt interest
payments and therefore made no contribution to Irish employment.
However, $8.8 per cent of it was spent on providing current goods and
services, 7.7 per cent was spent on capital investment, and tim remaining
45.3 per cent was spent mainly on u’ansfer payments as well as on subsidies
and clomestic debt interest.

In order to estimate the effects of this on Irish services eml)loyment, we
again use the input-output tables to distribute the appropriate proportions
of these expenditures to h’ish services, as opposed to other Irish prodttets or
impork~. The current expenditure is o’eated as being spent on Irish services
in similar proportions to "Net Government" expenditure in the input-output
tables. The capital im,estment is treated as being spent on h’ish services in

similar prol)ortions to "Gross Fixed Capital Formation" in the inl)ut-output
tables. The transfer payments, subsidies, etc., which mainly end up as
incomes of individuals, are treated as being spent on h’ish services in similar
prol)ortions to "Personal" expenditure in the inl)tlt-output tables.
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In this way it is estimated that the re-spending of taxes arising from
manufacturing indusu’y in 1991 directly supported 20,100 jobs in h’ish
services, and a further 7,100 jobs in all the rounds of services inputs
required to produce those services. Thus, 20,100jobs are attributed to the
top part of block F in Figure 4.1, with 7,100 in the lower l)art of block E

It is perhaps worth noting that tile amount of employment associated
with the re-spending of taxes arising fi’om industry depends in part on
policy decisions about the scale and nature of public spending, and such
policies can be changed. Thus, a given amount of tax revenue arising fi’om
indusu’y could have different employment implications under different
wpes of policies on public spending. This means that past experience of
the enal)loyment implications of re-spending of tiuxes arising fi’om industry
would not necessarily be a very useful guide to possible future experience
when relevant policies on public spending might change. Nevertheless, our
estimates of employment arising fi’om re-spending of taxes fi’om industry
in a particular past ),ear should give a reasonable indication of tile
Otltcome for that ),ear.

It should also be pointed out that, arguably, one could include as
effects of re-spending of taxes, not just the re-spending of taxes arising

from the manufacturing sector, but also tile re-spending of taxes arising
fi’om the services which are associated with manufacturing. In other words,
one could include not only the re-spending of taxes arising fi’om industry
and its employees in block A of Figure 4.1, but also the re-spencling of
taxes arising fi-om the services in blocks B, C, D and E of Figure 4.1. There
would be a certain logic in following the procedure through to this
conclusion, but on the other band it might be felt that do so would be to
take account of effects which are rather too remote from the
manufacturing sector.

To deal with this point, we can present here, tbr ilhlstratk,e purposes,
an estimate for 1991 of the amount of services emplo),nlellt arising from
the re-spending of taxes raised from the services employees in blocks B to
E of Figure 4.1. But it is not proposed in general to include this type of
estimate elsewhere in this paper.

Thus, from the estimates mentioned above for services employment in
blocks B to E, we have total estimated services employment in these blocks
of 140,800. Using the same procedure referred to in estimating the
numbers itl block D, we can estimate the pay bill for these 140,800 to be
£1,923.8 million. Using the same procedure referred to in calculating the
numbers in block F, we can estimate tile amottnt of t~Lxes which this gave
rise to, in the form of employers’ and emplo),ees’ PRSI, employees’ income

taxes and indirect taxes arising from emplo),ees’ personal expenditure.
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Again following the procedure referred to in calctdating the numbers in
block F, it is estimated that the re-spending of these taxes arising fi’om ti~e
services employnaent in blocks B to E directl), supported 12,200 jobs in
h’ish services in 1991, and a further 4,300jobs in all the rounds of services
inputs required to produce those services.

Bringing together the various estimates referred to above (except for
the last-mentioned employment supported b), the re-spending of taxes
arising fi’om the services employment in blocks B to E), Figure 4.2 shows
the emplo),ment estimates for 1991 in each of the categories of services
associated with manufactttring industry. The numbers in the boxes in
Figure 4.2 are, first, the actual employment numbers and, second (in
parentbeses), the services employment numbers per 100 jobs directly
within manufacttHqng itself. Adding up all the secondary employment in
blocks B to F, there were 168,100 people in services jobs associated with
manufactttring industry, or 84 people per 100 employed directly in
mal~ tffactttring.

It can be seen that mucb the largest number was in block B. In fact, the

72,100 jobs in the to]) part of block B alone - whicb is the employment
involved in supplying the services inputs purchased directly by manufactttring
industry itself- accounts for 43 per cent of the total of 168,100.

Blocks C and F, the induced services employment 17), spending of
industrial pay and the employment supported by re-spending of taxes, are
also substantial and of about equal importance. Blocks D and E, the

induced services employment supported 17), spending of services pay, are of
lesser significance.

It is worth noting here that orte element which is left out of
consideration in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is the effects of spending of industry’s
profits. This is because of a scarcity of information on how much of
industrial profits are re-invested or distributed to shareholders. Despite the
lack of accurate information on this, however, it is cleat" enough that tbe
employment arising from spending of in(lustry’s profits would be of
relatively limited significance compared to tbe employment wbich is
counted in Figure 4.2. Manufactttring industry’s profits are quite
substantial, at £3,235 million in 1990, according to our estimate fi’om the
lEE survey. But only a minority of this is used in ways which would support
associated en]ployment in Ireland.

A very large majority of industry’s profits - £2,810 million or 87 pet"
cent of the total - accrue to overseas or foreign-owned industry. A
substantial majority of this is withdrawn fi’om the h’ish econon)y and thus
makes no employment contribution in Ireland. Part of it would be
reinvested in Ireland, but much of this would be spent on investment
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Figure: 4.2: Estimate~ of Associated Employment, 1991

A. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
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emt)loyment nun/bers per I O0 employed in fnanufacturing.
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goods which would be imports or else h’ish industrial products. Either way,
the purchasing of those types of investment goods has no additional
implications for secondary associated en~ployment in Ireland outside the
manufacturing sector (and all of manufacturing employment is already

counted in Figure 4.2).
However, part of the profits which are reinvested in h’eland are spent

011 coustruction lind tllis would support some associated constrttction

employment which is additional to manufacturing employment. In
addition, part of the profits of overseas industry are taken in taxation, and
the re-spending of this taxation would support some additional non-
manufacturing employnlent in Ireland. According to an IDA survey,

t,-uxation took about 5 per cent of profits of overseas nlanufacturing in 1991
(up from about 2 per cent in 1990 and rising further to about 9 per cent in
1992). The re-sl)ending of dais t~x in 1991 would have added less than 2
services jobs to the secondary employment associated with manufacturing
per 100 direct manufacturing jobs. In 1992, the effect would have been
about 3 additional jobs per 100 direct jobs in manufacturing.

The profits of indigenous manufacturing, estintated to be £425 million
in 1990, would be partly re-invested, partly distributed to shareholders, and
would partly go to taxation. As with overseas industry, the re-investment

would support little additional non-manufacturing employment in Ireland
through purchasing of investment goods, although re-investment in
construction would support some additional employment in that sector.
The re-spending of the taxation, at about 5 per cent of profits, would
support much less than 1 services job per 100 direct manufacturing jobs in
1991. While the amount of distributed profits are not known, they would
not support very large amounts of secondary employment either. If
distributed profits amounted to, say, half of indigenous industry’s total
profits, and if they were spent like average personal expenditure, they
would support less than 2 servicesjohs per 100 direct manufacturing jobs.

Thus, while we cannot give precise estimates of the secondary
employment effects of industry’s profits, it is reasonably clear that these
effects are not very great. If they were included in Figure 4.2, they would
probably add about 3 or 4 secondary services jobs pet" 100 direct
manufacturing jobs in 1991, plus a little more in construction. This figure
would rise to perhaps 4 or 5 by 1992 as tax on profits of overseas indusu’y
increased.

7)’ends in the Period 1983-1992

This section looks at trends in direct manufacturing emplo)~ent and
in the secondary associated employment over time, since the lEE survey
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was initiated in 1983. First, direct n3anufacturing employment declined
continuously from 216,257 in 1983 to 191,941 in 1987, according to the
IDA’s Employment Survey. It then increased continuously to 200,450 in
1990, and after that it changed only marginally over the next two years.
Thus, we will examine the secondary associated employment in the years
1983, 1987, 1990, 1991 and 1992. The year 1983 represents the start of our
data series, 1987 and 1990 represent the two turning points for the trends
in direct manufacturing employment, and 1991 and 1992 are our most
recent observations. Since the data for 1992 are based on preliminary lEE
survey data which will be subject to revision, we will pay more attention to
1991 as the most recent reliable data set.

Table 4.1 shows the trends in naanufacturing employment and the
associated services employment. It can be seen in the table that while
direct manufacturing employment declined in 1985-87, total secondary
services employment also declined in that period. However, when direct

Table 4.1 : Manufaauring Empko,7t~nt and Estimated Associated .~tices Emplto, m.~at, 1983+1991

7");Oe of Employment 1983 1987 1990 1991

A. Direct Manttfacturing 216,257

B. Total Back~.’ard Linkage 110,300
"First Round" Only 80,400

C. Induced, by Industrial P;/y 32,000

D. Further Induced, by Set-vices Pay 14,000

E. Further Induced, by Services Pay 4,100

F. Re-spending of Taxes 32,200

TOTAL SECONDARY (B-F) 192,300

DIRECT + SECONDARY (A-F) 408,800

191,941 200,450 198,935

94,500 96,200 98,800
68,900 7~100 72,100

28,600 28,100 27,200

11,600 11,300 11,500

3,500 3,300 3,200

28,600 27,300 27,300

166,900 166,100 168,100

358,800 366,600 367,000

Note: The categories of associated employment, labelled B to F, are the same ;~.s in Figures

4.1 and 4.2. In this table, each of these categories includes the total employment

concerned, i.e., the stlnl of the top and lower parts of the blocks in Figures 4.1 or 4.2.
However, in the case o1" categotT I’), the table also shows the "litst round" back~.’ard

linkages (i.e., the top part of block B) sepm~, tely, since this seems to be a significant
piece of information in itselt]
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manufacturing employment subsequently increased in 1987-90 and then
declined slightly in 1990-91, total secondary services employment followed
a somewhat different trend, with a slight decline in 1987-90 followed by an
increase in 1990-91.

All of the individual categories of associated services employment
contributed something to the decline in the total in 19834~7. However, in
the following periods some of the categories of associated services
employment changed in different directions to other categories. In 1987-
90, for example, category B, which arises fi’om the purchasing of industry
itself, increased while other categories declined. In 1990-91, two categories
increased while o.vo others declined and one remained unchanged. Thus,
the different types of secondary services employment do not necessarily
change in the same way at the same time, and total secondary services
employment can follow a different trend to direct manufacturing
cmploymenc

Since these different employment categories have followed somewhat
different trends at certain times, there were some changes in tile ratios of
secondary services employment to direct manufacturing employment.
"Fable 4.9- shows these ratios, in the form of numbers of associated services

jobs per 100 direct manufacturing jobs. It can be seen that while there
were changes in these ratios, tile changes were, for the most part, not very
dramatic. Overall, the ratio of total secondary services employment to
direct mantffacturing enaployment drifted downwards over tile period
1983-90, fi’om 89 to 83 jobs per 100 direct manufacturing jobs. This was
followed by a small increase to 84 per 100 in 1991 and a larger increase to
91 per 100 according to the preliminary figure for 1999-.

Thus, by 1999- it appears that the ratio of total secondary services jobs
per 100 direct manufactttring jobs was slightly higher than the ratio in
1983, after a decline in the intervening period. It should be remembered
too that the effecl~s of recycling of industrial profits are not included in
Table 4.9-, and that taxation of profits of overseas manufacturing was
increasing after 1990. The secondary services employment arising fi’om re-
spending of t,mxes on profiis of overseas manufacturing would have been
less than 1 per 100 manufacturing jobs in 1990, rising to about 3 per 100 in
1992, so that the rise in tile ratio of secondary services employment after
1990 would have been a little greater than that shown in Table 4.2.

The ratios for each of the individual categories of secondary services
emplo),ment in Table 4.9- either showed no change or else tile), shared in
tile general decline in 198%90 and the general increase in 1990-92. In this
regard, it is worth noting that the trend in the ratio for the category of
"first round" backward linkage services employment was similar to the
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trend in the overall total in showing rather little change over the whole
period, wida just a small decline in 198%90 and a slightly larger increase in
1990-92. This category refers to employment in those services which are
purch~ed direcdy ~ inpu~ by manufacturing firms. In the Introduction
to this paper; it was mentioned that there had appeared to be a trend of
incre~ming subcontracting or ont-sourcing of service functions by at least
some prominent manufacturing firms during the 1980s. If so, this nfight
have been expected to lead to a tendency for the ratio of "first round"

backward linkage services employment to increase relative to direct
mannfacturing employment. However, the figures in Table 4.2 indicate
that there was no such general tendency - at least not np to 1990.

Table 4.2: Number of Associated SeroicesJobs Per I O0 Direct Manufacturing Jobs, 1983-1992

T)7~eofEmployment 1983 19,97 1990 1991 1992"

A. Direct I’,~ a n ufacturing 100 100 100 I 0O 100

B. Total Back~q~rd Litlkage 51 49 48 50 54
q’Trst Round" Only 37 36 3.5 36 39

C. Induced, b)’lndustrial Pay 15 15 14 14 14

D. Further Induced, by Se~n’ices Pay 6 6 6 6 7

E. Further Induced, by Se~fces Pny 2 2 2 2 2

F. Re-spending of T:L~es 15 15 14 14 14

TOTAL SECONDARY (B-F) 89 87 83 84 9 [

DIRECT + SECONDARY (A-F) 189 187 183 18,1 191

Note: See note to Table 4.1.

* Data for 1992 are baLse(I on pl’eliminalT lEE sula’ey dam which are subject to revision.

Looking into this a little further, one might ask was there, in fact, a
general trend of increasing subcontracting or out-sourcing of service
functions which were formerly done within manufacturing companies. If
there was, it should be possible to observe an increase over time in
expenditures by all manufacturing on Irish ser~4ces ~ a percentage of the
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sales of all manufacturing. But, in fact, there is no clear indication that
there was such an increase. The Irish Economy Expenditures Survey data
show that expenditures hy manufacturing on h’ish services amounted to
12.8 pet" cent of the value of sales of manufacturing in 1983 and 1984,
falling marginally to 12.5 per cent in 1989 and 12.2 per cent in 1990 and
rising a little to 13.0 per cent in 1991 and 13.3 per cent in 1992. Thus, over
the whole period there was not much change in this.

There is no dottbt that there were a ntlnaber of prominent examples of
manufacturing companies during the 1980s which began to shed some
service fltnctions which were formerly done within the firm and to

purchase these services fi’om outside the firm. But the figures referred to
above show that this practice was not sufficiently widespread to result in a
significant general increase in spending by all manufacturing on h’ish
services as a percentage of the sales of all manufacturing. Thus, the
tendency by some industrial firms to increasingly subconu-act or out-source
various service ftmctions must have been offset by other trends, such as the
establishment of new industrial firms which have lower expenditures on
hish services in relation to their sales.

To conclude on this chapter, it would have to be said that, in the period
1983-91 at least, it would have ntade rather little difference to one’s

judgement of industry’s overall employment performance whether one
considered the associated services employment or not. For there were not
very major changes in the relationship between direct manufacturing
employment and total secondary services employment, so that direct plus
secondary services employment combined changed at quite similar rates to
direct manufacturing eml)loyment alone. In the period 1983-91 as a whole,
direct manufacturing employment fell by -1.0 per cent per annum while
direct plus secondary services employment combined declined by -1.3 per
cent per annum. In the sub-period 1983-87, direct manufacturing
employment fell by -2.9 per cent per annum while direct plus secondary
services employment combined declined by -3.2 per cent pet" annum. In
the sub-period 1987-91, direct manufacturing employment recovered to
grow by 0.9 per cent a ),ear while direct plus secondary services
employment combined grew by 0.6 per cent a year. The preliminary
figures for 1992, however, indicate that: direct plus secondary services
employment combined grew at a substantially higher rate than direct
manufacturing enq)loyment in 1991-92.

This result for 1991-92 shows that the relationship between secondary

and direct manufacturing employment is not inherently stable and it can
change quite significantly, although it may have looked fairly stable in
1983-91. Thus, it can be of some importance to consider the associated
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services enlplo),ment when assessing the employnlent performance of
indusu’y. Furthermore, there were, in fact, quite significant changes going
on ill the relationship between secondary and direct employnlent in
different groups of industries, while employment in various component
parts of industry was also growing or declining at different rates; (some
examples of dais can be seen in the next chapter of this paper). Thus, it is
certainly possible for the relationship between total associated services
employnlent and total direct mantffacturing employment to change rather
more substantially than was seen in 1983-91.



Chapter 5

SER VICES EMPLO J’MENT ASSOCIA TEI) ~lq-l’lq INDIGENOUS AND

OVERSEAS hVI)USTR Y

Tile last chapter presented estimates of tile secondary employment in
services which is associated with manufacturing industry as a whole. This
chapter examines and coral)ares the eml)loyment in services which is
associated with indigenous and overseas indusu-y, and considers the trends
in this over time. First, Table 5.1 shows direct and estimated secondary

services employment for indigenous mantffacturing in 1983-91. It can be
seen in tile table that, like total manufacturing employment, direct
indigenous manufacturing emplo),ment declined in 1983-87, increased in
1987-90 and declined a little in 1990-91. While direct indigenous
manufacturing employment declined in 1983-87, the total secondary
services employment associated with indigenous industr), also declined at
tile same time. However, when direct indigenous nlanufacturing
employment sul)sequently increased in 1987-90 and then declined a little
in 1990-91, total secondary serx4ces employment followed different trends
with a slight decline in 1987-90 and an increase in 1990-91.

Tile indi~fdual categories of secondary services employment associated
with indigenous indusu’y all contributed something to the decline in tile
total in 1983-87. However, some of these individual categories diverged
somewhat fi’om tile overall trend in total secondary services employment
associated with indigenous industry in 1987-90 and 1990-91, as also
happened in the case of all manufacturing.

Compared with total direct manufacturing employment in all industr),,
tile record of direct emplo),ment in indigenous industry was poorer.
Whereas direct employment in all manufacturing declined by 8.0 per cent

over the whole period 1983-91, direct employment in indigenous
manufacturing cleclined by 13.4 per cent in the same periocl. Tile record of
total secondary services employment associated with indigenous industry
was poorer still, with a decline of 22.6 per cent in 1983-91. Thus, the ratio

Of secondary services employment to direct manufacturing employment
declined appreciably for indigenous industry, by more, in hict, than in tile
case of total manufacturing.

41
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Table 5.1 : Manufacturing Employn~lt and I£~timated Associated Sm~ice.~ Employment, lndigenou.~
Industry, 1983-1991

Type of Employmenl 1983 1987 1990 199l

A. Direct Mauufacturing 128.902 I 10,731 I 13,210 I I 1,679

B. Total Backward Linkage 62,800 45,800 47,400 50,300

"First Round" Only 45,800 33,400 34,600 36,600

C. Induced, by [ndusu’ial Pay 18,900 15,500 14,700 14, 100

D. Further Induced, by Set’vices Pay 8,000 5,600 5,600 5,900

E. Further Induced, by S¢cvices Pay 2,,100 1,900 1,700 1,600

F. Re-spending of Taxes 19,000 15,500 14.300 14,100

TOTAL SECONDARY (B-F) I I 1,000 84,300 83,700 85,900

DIRECT + SECONDARY (A-F) 239,900 195,100 196,900 197,600

Note: The categories of :~.ssociated eml~loyment, labelled I?, to F, :ll’e the sanne as in Figures
4.1 and 4.2. In this table, each of these categories inchldes the total employment
concerned, i.e., the sum of the top ilnd lower parts o1 the blocks in Figures 4.1 or ,I.2.
However, in the case of category B, the table also shows the "first rotmtl~ backward
linkages (i.e., the top part of block B) Sel)ZU,’atel),, since this seems to be a signific.~nt
piece of intbrmation in iL~elf

Consequently, the record of total employment supported by
indigenous industr), - direct and secondary services combined - was
noticeably worse, with a drop of 17.6 per cent in 198:3-91, than the
performance of direct indigenous employment alone which declined by
1:3.4 pet- cent. I-lowevet, nearly all of the employment decline occurred in
the period up to 1987 and the record has been better since then.

Tahle 5.’2 shows direct employment and estimated secondary services
employment for overseas industry in 198%91. Like direct employment in
all manufacturing, direct employment in overseas manuthcturing declined
in 1983-87 and rose again in 1987-90; however, direct overseas employment
then held up in 1990-91, while total direct employment fell a little. Overall,
in the period 198:3-91, the direct employment record of overseas industry
was stronger, with a fall of just 0.1 per cent, than in all manufacturing
where the decline was 8.0 per cent. The record of secondary services
employment associated with overseas iodttstry was slightly stronger again
than the record of its direct manufacturing employment.
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Tnble 5.2: Manufaauring Employnwnt and I’~’timated Associated .~ruice.~" Employraent, Overset~
Industly, 1983-1991

Type of Em plto, mm~t 1983 1987 1990 1991

A. l)irect Mantll~Lcluring 87.355 81,210 87.240 87,256

I1. Total Backward Linknge 47.500 48,800 48,700 ,18,600

"Firsl Round" Only 34,600 35,600 35,500 35,400

C. Induced, by Industrial Pay 13, 100 13, 100 13,400 13,200

D. Further Induced, by Set’vices Pay 6,000 6,000 5,700 6,700

E. Ftn-ther Induced, by Sela’ices Pay 1,700 1,600 1,600 1,500

F. Re-spending of Taxes 13,200 13,100 13,000 t 3,200

TOTAI~ SECONDARY (l~F) 81,500 82,500 82,500 82,200

DIRECT + SECONDARY (A-F) 168,800 163,700 169,700 169,400

Note: See note to Table 5.1.

~Fot:./I seCOlldal’y services elllplOylllent associated with overseas

nlanufacturing actually increased a little in 1983-87, going against the
D’end in direct emplo),ment, and it then held steady in 1987-90 with just a
slight decline in 1990-91. B), 1991, total secondary services employment
associated with overseas manufacturing was 0.8 per cent higher than in
1983, although direct overseas emlglo)’ment was slightly lower than in 1983.
Since the secondary services employment associated with overseas industry
increased in 1983-91, while il.s direct employment did not grow, the ratio of
secondary services to direct manufacturing employment increased a little
in that period, in contrast to the experience of indigenous industry.

Table 5.3 shows the ratios of secondary services employment to direct
manufacturing employmelat for indigenous and overseas industry, in the
form of numbers of secondary services jobs per 100 direct nlanufactttring
.jobs. It can be seen in the table that, in 1983, the number of total
secondary services jobs per 100 direct manufacturing jobs was somewhat
higher for overseas manttfacturing, at 93, than for indigenous
manufacturing~ at 86. The difference between the two increased
sulgsequently ,as the ratio lbr overseas manufacturing rose slightly to 94 in
1991, while the ratio for indigenous manufacturing fell to 77 by 1991. The
preliminary figures for 1992 indicate that the ratios for both overseas and
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indigenous manufacturing increased quite significantl), over the 1991
levels, with the increase being greater for overseas industry. Thus, by the
end of the period, there was a fairly substantial difference between the p.vo,
and each individual categor), of the secondary services employment
contributed something to this overall difference.

Table 5.3: Number of Assodated Service~Jobs Per I00 Direct Manufactu ring Jobs, Indigenmt.~ and
Ove~gea.~ Industry, 1983-1992

T)~)e of l~nployment
1983 1987 1990 1991 1992"

A. I)irect Manufacluring

B. Total Back~rd Linkage

"l:il~t Round" Only

C. Induced, by Industrial Pay

D. Further Induced, by Sez’vices Pay

E. Further Induced, by Sel’vices Pay

F. Re-spending of Taxes

TOTAL SECON DARY (B-F)

DIRECT + SECONDARY (A-F)

IO0 1OO 100 1OO 1OO

OS lOO 100 100 10O 1OO

49 41 42 45 46

OS 54 60 56 56 63

36 30 31 33 34
OS 40 44 41 41 46

15 14 13 13 13

OS 15 16 15 15 16

6 5 5 5 6
OS       7 7 7 7 8

2 2 2 I 2
OS       2 2 2 2 2

15 14 13 13 13

OS               15 16 15 15 16

86 76 74 77 8O
OS 93 102 95 94 105

186 176 174 177 180
OS 193 202 195 194 205

Note~*: See note to Table 5. I

I = Indigenous. OS = Overseas

* Data tbr 1992 are b~sed on I)reliminaiT lEE slHa,e), data which are sul~ject to revision.
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Factors Behind the Diffin’ences in Secondary/Direct Employment Ratios
It nmy seem rather surprising at first sight that overseas mantffacturing

has a higher ratio of secondary services emplo),ment to direct
manufacturing employment than indigenous industry has. For it is well
known that overseas industry imports many of its inputs and withdraws

very substantial profits fi’om h’eland. A common perception, therefore, is
that much of the wealth which is generated by overseas industry is not
retained within the h’ish economy or, in other words, that overseas industry
has relatively low linkages with the h’ish economy. In fact, there is a good
deal of truth in this perception, so it is worth considering how it is
nevertheless possible for overseas mamtfacturing to have a higher ratio of
associated services emplo),ment than indigenous industry in Table 5.3.

To help to clarify this situation, Table 5.4 shows expendittwes in the
h’ish economy as a percentage of sales for indigenous and overseas
manufacturing in 1990. These h’ish economy expenditures (IEEs) consist
primarily of expenditures on pay and Irish-produced materials and
services; we also include profiLs as part of lEEs in the case of indigenous
industry, but not in the case of overseas industry which expau’iates most of
its profits.

It can be seen in Table 5.4 that total IEEs as a percentage of sales are

about twice as high for indigenous manufacturing (at 74.9 per cent) as for
overseas manufacturing (at 37.8 per cent). Thus, in this sense, indigenous
manufacturing has the stronger linkages with the Irish economy. However,
when one looks at the breakdown by category of lEE, it is apparent that
spending on pay as a percentage of sales is only a little higher for
indigenous than for overseas industry, while spending on Irish services as a
percentage of sales is about the same for indigenous and overseas industry.
The big difference between the h’ish economy expenditure patterns of
indigenous and overseas industry is that spending on Irish-produced
materials as a percentage of sales is much higher for indigenous industry.

The main point here, as regards explaining the ratios of secondary
services employment to direct manufacturing employment in Table 5.3, is
that the categories of lEEs which play a part in deriving the estimates of
secondary services employment are the expenditures on "pay" and "h’ish
services": Expenditures on pay or h’ish services as percentages of sales are
actually quite similar for indigenous and overseas manufacturitlg. Thus,
secondary services employment pro million pounds ofsa&s by mantffacturing
would have to he quite similar for indigenous and overseas industry.

As is also shown in Table 5.4 (in the bottom row), overseas
mantd~lcturing has higher sales pro mnployee than indigenous manufacturing
- one-third higher in 1990. Consequently, since expenditures on pay or
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Table 5.4: Irish Econonq I~]Oenditures (llJ~s) as a Percentage of ,~M~, Overseas and Indigenmts

Manufacturing, 1990

Type of IFJ£ IndigenolL~
Ove~et~

Pay 15.8 14.0

Irish Sen,ices 12.3 12.2

Irish Materials 42.5 I 1.4

Profits 4.2

Other lEEs 0.2 0.1

Total lEEs 74.9 37.8

Sales Per Enlployee £89,800 £ 120,100

Irish services as percentages of sales are similar for indigenous and
overseas industry, expenditures on these items per e.mployee would have to be
significantly higher for overseas than for indigenous industry. This results
in the higher ratios of secondary services employment to direct
nmnufacturing employment for overseas industry which are seen in Table
5.3. Thus, the higher ratios there for overseas indusu’y are a result of the
combination of higher sales per employee for overseas industry together
with expenditures on h’ish services and pay which are similar to indigenous
industry as percentages of sales.

To look into this a little fnrthel, it is worth pointing out that the food
sector has ils own very distinctive structure of costs and h’ish economy

expenditures. The food sector is very important in h’ish indigenous
industry hut much less so in overseas industry. So if we leave out the food
sector and compare indigenous and overseas non-food industry, we would
be comparing two groups of industries which are rather more alike in
character.

Table 5.5 shows h’ish economy expenditures as a percentage of sales in
non-food manufacturing, for indigenous and overseas industry. The figures
for overseas industry are not very different here to those in Table 5.4
because the food sector is not a vet’), large part of overseas industry.
l-lowever, the figures here for indigenous non-food industry are
substantially different to those for all indigenous manttfacturing in Table
5.4.
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In the food sector, expenditures on h’ish materials are exceptionally
high as a percentage of sales. At the same time, value-added to materials as
a percentage of sales is relatively low, so that expenditures on items other
than h’ish materials tend to be low as percentages of sales compared to
other industries. The effects of leaving out this sector from indigenotts
indusu’y, therefore, are that indigenous non-food industry has much Iowe.r
spending on h’ish materials as a percentage of sales and higher spending
on pay and h’ish services as percentages of sales than in total indigenous
industry. Indigenous non-food indusD’y also has considerably lower total
lEEs as a percentage of sales than total indigenous industry.

As regards the comparison between indigenous and overseas non-food
industry, it can be seen in Table 5.5 that total lEEs as a percentage of sales
are much higher for the indigenous category, althottgh by a lesser margin
than in the case of total manufacturing in Table 5.4. In addition,
expenditures on pay, Irish services and h’ish materials are all distinctly
higher as percentages of sales for indigenous than for overseas non-food
indusD’y. Thus, in each of these respects the indigenous category could be
said to have consistently stronger linkages with the h’ish economy.

At the same time, however, the last row of Table 5.5 shows that sales per
employee are twice as high for overseas as for indigenous non-food
industry. Consequelltly, expenditures per industTial employee on each of the
categories pay, h’ish services and h’ish materials, would in fact be higher for
overseas than for indigenous non-food manufacturing. Thus, even though
indigenous industry has the greater tendency to spend in the Irish
economy as a proportion of its sale.s, overseas indttstry can still be spending
more in Ireland per employee- because of its high level of sales per
employee. This means that overseas industry can have levels of ,associated
services employment in h’eland which are higher than indigenous industry
when expressed in relation to direct manufacturing employment.

It should be noted, however, that this cannot lead to a simple conchtsion
that overseas industry is necessarily "superior" to indigenous industry in
supporting secondary employment. For the impression of "superiority" of
overseas industry in this respect arises only when one expresses the
secondary services employment in relation to direct man~tfactu~ing e~nploymeTt.t.

It could be equally valid to ask, for example, how mttch direct
manufacturing or secondary services employment is associated with
industry in relation to the vahte of its sales. By that criterion, indigenous
industry is superior to overseas industry in supporting employment. Given
the sales pet" employee figttres in the last row of Table 5.4, indigenous
manufacturing has I 1.1 jobs per million pounds of sales, while overseas
manufactttring has 8.3. And even though indigenous manufacturing has a
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T;d)lc 5.5: Irish Economy I’SxpeTlditu~e^~ (llJ~s) as a Percentage of Sa&~, Non-Food ManuJhautqng,

1990

Type of lEE Indigenous Overseas

Pay 24.0 15.0

I rish Services 15.8 12.5

Irish Materials 15.0 8.6

Profits 6.6

Other lEEs 0.3 0. I

Total lEEs 61.7 36.2

S:llcs Per Employee £56, 100 £ I 12,100

somewhat lower ratio of secondary services employment to direct
manufacturing employment, indigenous manufacturing still has more
secondary services jobs per million pounds of sales, at 8.5, than overseas
industry at 8.1. In the case of non-food manufacturing, these differences

in favour of indigenous industry are considerably greater. For the gap
between sales per employee for indigenous and overseas non-food
manufacturing is greater than for total manufacturing, while indigenous
non-food manufacturing also tends to spend a significantly greater share of:
its sales on pay and h’ish services than overseas non-food manufacturing

does. (Kennedy (1991) has pointed out previously, referring to 1987 data,
that the relative contribution of indigenous and overseas industry to the
h’isb economy looks weaker for overseas industry when related to its
output or sales, but not when related to its employment.)

Since this paper focuses on issues concerning employment, it seems
most appropriate to consider bow tbe secondary services employment
associated with manufacturing relates to or compares with direct
manufacturing employment. But one should be aware that this is not the
only way of looking at the matter, and one should be careful, in particular,
not to jump to inappropriate policy conclusions fi’om this one perspective
on the issue.

Causes of Change in the Secondary/Direct Employment Ratios
As regards the factors behind the changes over time in the

secondary/direct employment ratios in Table 5.3, it should be borne in
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mind that sales per employee are generally increasing in the services
sector. Therefore, exl)enditttres on services b)’ manufacturing industr), or
by its employees would have to increase at the same rate ,as services’ sales
per employee in order to maintain a constant level of secondar), services
employment. If tile ratio of secondary services emplo),ment to direct
manufacturing eml)lo),ment is to be maintained at a constant level, it is
necessar), that tile exl)enditures oil services supported by industry per dfi’ect
ind~tst~al evnployee should increase at the same rate as sales pet- employee in
services. If the expenditures on services per direct industrial employee
increase faster than this, the ratio of secondar), services employment to
direct industrial employnlent tends to increase (other things being equal);
and this ratio tends to fall if expenditures on services per direct indusu’ial
emplo),ee grow more slowly than sales pet" emplo),ee in services.

The expenditures on services associated with indusu’), depend either
on industr),’s own purchasing of services or on its pay bill (fi’om which
services are purchased and t;Lxes are paid which support other purchases
of services). Thus, expenditttres on services per direct mantffacturing
employee can increase (1) if manufacturing sales pet" employee increase,
or (2) if indttstr),’s pttrclaasing of services increases as a percentage of its
sales or (3) if industry’s pay bill increases as a percentage of its sales.

With this ill mind, tile principal changes in tile ratios in Table 5.3 can
I)e explained as follows. First, the total secondary/direct emplo),nlent ratio
for indigenous industry declined quite sttl)stantially in 1983-87 due to a
combination of unfavourable trends. Indigenous industr),’s sales per
emplo),ee grew more slowl),, at 8.5 per cent per annum (in etu’rent values),
than sales pet" emplo),ee in services, at 9.8 per cent per annum (in current
valttes). At the same time, expenditures oil services declined as a
percentage of sales and pay also declined as a percentage of sales in
indigenous indusu’),. Any one of these trends would have tended to reduce
tile secondar),/direct emplo),nlent ratio, other things being equal, so that
the combination of them reduced it quite substantially.

Subseqttentl); in 1987-91, tile total secondary/direct employment ratio
for indigenous industr), increased slightly. This was the result of continuing
slower growth of sales per ]lead in indigenous industry than in services, as
well as a small reduction in pay as a percentage of sales, being more than
offset I)y an increase in expenditttre on h’ish services as a percentage of
sales, from 11.6 per cent to 13.1 per cent. Finally, in 1991-92, tile total
secondary/direct employment ratio for indigenous industry showed quite
a significant increase for a single year. This occurred - despite marginal
declines l)oth in expenditure on h’ish services and in pa), as percentages of
sales - because sales per head increased a good deal faster in indigenous
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industry, at 7.3 per cent, than sales per head in services, at about 1 pet- cent
(ill current values).

In overseas industry, the total secondary/direct employment ratio
increased quite substantially in 1983-87. This was primarily because
overseas industry’s sales per employee grew significantly faster, at 11.3 per
cent per annun~ (in current values), than services’ sales pet" employee, at
9.8 per cent per anmnn (in current values). In addition, expenditnres on
services increased as a percentage of sales in overseas manufacturing.
However, its pay declined a little as a percentage of sales which would have
tended to reduce to some extent the rise in tile secondary/direct
employment ratio resuhing fi’om tile other two factors.

Subsequendy, in 1987-91, tile total secondary/direct employment ratio
for overseas industry declined, although it remained higher than in 1983.
This decline occurred partly because sales pet- emplo),ee now grew more
slowly in overseas manufacturing, at 5.6 pet" cent per annunl, than in
services, at 7.1 per cent per annnm (in cnrrent values). In addition, there
were small decreases both in expenditures on services as a percentage of
sales and in pay as a percentage of sales, which contributed to tile decline
in the total secondary/direct employment ratio for overseas industry.
Finally, in 1991-92, the total secondary/direct employment ratio for
overseas industry increased very substantially for a single year. This
occurred (a) because tile growth in sales pet" head was much higher in
overseas indusu’y, at 6.2 per cent, than in services, at about 1 pet" cent (in
current values), and (b) because overseas industry ]lad quite a significant
rise in expenditure on h’ish services ,as a percentage of sales, fi+om 12.8 pet"
cent to 13.9 pet" cent. Meanwhile, pay ,as a percentage of sales in overseas
industry held stead)’ at 14.9 per cent.

It may seem somewhat surprising at first sight that sales per employee

do not generally grow a good deal faster in nlanufacturing than in services.
(As we have seen, sales pet" employee grew faster in services than in
indigenous industry ill both 1983~37 and 1987-91, while sales pet+ employee
grew faster in services than in overseas industry in 1987-91.) This may seem
somewhat surprising because we are used to thinking of manufacturing as
having habitually higher rates of growth of productivity or output pet" head
than services. However, when such comparisons of productivity growth
rates are made, they are normally done in terms of vohLme of output per
employee, or output per employee in constant prices. In contrast, our
discussion above concerning trends in sales pet" employee refers
consistently to sales ill current nloney values.

A report fi’om the NESC (1992, Section 4) affirnls that productivity
growth in Ireland has generally been considerably lower in services than in
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nlanufacttlrillg, when OULpLIL is nteasured in terms of vohlme or constant
prices. However, as the same report briefly notes, the picture is different
when considered in terms of current values, because prices of services have
risen faster than prices of manufacturing output. Thus, despite the fact
that the volume of output per employee, in constant prices, has risen more
slowly in services than in manufacturing, it is still possible for sales per
employee, in current money wdues, to have risen in services at rates which
are as high or higher than in manufacturing.

In our analysis above, we have referred consistently to sales per
employee in current money values because that is what matters for our
purposes. If sales per employee in services rise by x per cent in current
wdues, then industry can maintain the level of its secondary associated

employment in services only if its relevant expenditures on services
increase by the same amount, in current terms. The fact that the voltlme of

irtdustry’s procluction, in constant prices, may increase by a greater
amotmt does not ~d’fect the position.

To conclude this chapter, secondary services employment associated
with indigenous manufacturing declined faster than direct indigenous
manufacturing employment in 198.9-87, and the ratio of secondary services
enaployment to direct indigenous manulhcturing emplo),ment cleclined a
little further in 1987-90. After that, however, the ratio of secondary services
to direct indigenous manufacturing employment increased in 1991 and
1992. But by 1992, the ratio of secondary services eml)loyment to direct
indigenous manufacturing employment was still lower tllan it had been in
1983.

In the case of overseas manufacturing, the ratio of secondar), services
to direct oversea~ manufacturing employment increased quite sharply in
198%87, and while it fell back subsequently in 1990 and 1991 it: reached a
new peak in 1992 which was significantl), above the initial level of 1983. In
each of the years 1990, 1991 and 1992, the ratio of secondary services
cmploymet]t to direct mantdhcturing emplo),ment was higher [br overseas
than for indigenous industr), b)’ a fairl)’ signilicant nlargin.

We must be careful about what conclusions we draw from this. It would

be valid to conclude that the relatively high level of sales per employee in
overseas rnartufacturing, and the growth in its sales and its sales per
employee, ilave been of benefit for h’ish eml)lo),ment through the
secondary associated employment in services. This is so despite the fact
that a relatively high percentage of the value of the sales of overseas

n~anulhcturing is not spent in h’eland. Tile amount which is spent within
the coul]try, on wages and salaries and on h’ish services, has been sufficient
to have SUl)ported secondar), services employment which is greater relative
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to direct mantffacturing employment than in the case of indigenous
manufacturing.

It should be noted, however, that this in itself cannot lead to a simple
conchlsion that overseas industry is necessarily "superior" to indigenous
industry in supporting secondary employnlent, in any absolute sense. For
the impression of "superiority" of overseas illdustry in this respect arises
only when one expresses the secondary services employment in relation to
direct manufacturing employnaent.

Since this paper focuses on isstles concerning employment, it does
seem appropriate to consider how the secondary services employment
associated with manufacturing relates to or compares with direct
manufacturing employment. But one shotdd be aware that this is not the
only way of looking at the matter; for example, if we look at the levels of
direct manufacturing employment or secondary services employment in
relation to the value of sales, indigenous industry looks "supe[’ior" to
overseas industry in supporting employment. Thus, one should be carefid
not to jump to inappropriate policy conclusions based only on the
perspective of the relationship between secondary services employment
and direct manufacturing employment.

A further note of caution about drawing conclusions from the above
analysis is that the estimated ratios of secondary services employment to

direct manufacturing employment are average ratios for an existing stock of
industries at given points in time. They should not be interpreted as
"marginal" ]’atios. In other words, further additions to manufactttring
employment, overseas or indigenous, would not necessarily generate
further secondary employn.aent at the same ratios as the average for the
stock of such industry shown in this paper.



Chapter 6

SI:~,CONI)ARY EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATI~) WITH MATEIUALS
PURCHASh\ZG LINKJIGES OF MANUFACTUIUNG

In this paper up to now, we have not considered the secondary
employment associated with industry’s purchasing of h’ish-produced
materials and components. This w21s because, ill [he c:.lse of i’llt/tel’i;.i]s

purchased fi’om the Irish primar), sector, it is not considered that industn’y
is responsible for causing the generation of employment in the primary
sector in a meaningful sense, as was outlined in Chapter 2. In the case of
purclaasing of materials and coral)orients fi-on~ h’ish manufacturing, this
was intentionall)~ left out of consideration in Chapter 4, which dealt with
the secondar), employment associated with all manul’;tctttring, because all
mamtfacturing emplo),ment was already counted in direct manufacturing
emplo),ment, and wc wanted to avoid dottble-counting.

However, when one is focusing on the secondary employment
associated with a part of manufacturing, then employment in supplying its
purchases of materials and components from olhl;r h’ish industries may be
counted as part of the secon~dary employment associated with it. As long as
we do this for one part of indusu’y at a time, and do not then sum up tile
results for the various parts of industry, tile problem of double-counting is
avoided. Thus, if we want to k11o’,v the full secondary employn~ent
associated with a particular sector of industry, we could include the
employment in supplying its purchases of inputs fi’om other sectors of h’ish
indusu’y. Similarly, the secondary emplo)’ment associated with, say, overseas
industry could inchude tile emplo),ment in producing tile inputs which it
purchases fi’om indigenous industry. Since industrial policy has been
concerned with developing the materials purchasing linkages of overseas
industry in Ireland, it is in fact of some interest to consider the
emplo),ment involved in producing such inputs tor oven’seas industr),.

F, mployment in Producing Materials hlputs for Overseas h*chtstry
There are some problems in attempting to estimate tile employment

involvecl in producing the h’ish materials and co11~l:)onelltS wllich are

purchased by overseas industr); using the Irish EcononW Expenditures
survey. This is because tile materials and counponents purchased by
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industries from Irish sources are not broken down by category in the IEE
stlrvey. The survey does provide data on materials and co111ponents

purchased frona Irish sources, as opposed to imported materials and
components. But it does not make a distinction between manufactured
n/ateria]s and componelatS as opposed to raw or unprocessed nlaterials

coming from the primary sector. Nor does it identify whether the
mant~factured materials and con+ponents purchased in h-eland come from

indigenous or overseas industry.
This creates difficulties in estimating the secondary employment

associated with materials purchasing by overse+ts industry. For, in order to
do so, we would wish to count only the effects of purch~L+es of h’ish-made
industrial products, leaving out purchases of h’ish primary products, for
the reasons already outlined in Chapter 2. Furthermore, we would wish to
count only the effects of purchases I1), overseas industry of industrial
products fi-om indigenous industry, leaving out the products purchased
from overseas indttstry itself. This is because we cannot count such
secondary employment in overseas industry itself as being additional to
direct employment in overseas industry, without becoming involved in
double-torturing.

We can get around the first of these difficulties, concerning the
distinction between primary and manufactured inputs, by using input-
output tables to estimate what proportion of all Irish nlaterial inputs come
fi’om the manufacturing sector as opposed to the primary sector. But we
have not got a fully satisfactory way of estimating what proportion of Irish-
sourced manttfactttred inputs come from indigenous industry as opposed
to overseas industry itself, although we can give a very rough or
approximate indication of this. Thus, we can only make a satisfactory
estimate of the secondary employment associated with overseas industry’s
purchasing of all h’ish-sourced manufactured products, whether the source
is indigenous industry or overseas industry itself. Then we can give a less
dependable estimate or indication of the proportion of this eml)loyment
which is in indigenous rather than overseas industry.

To estinaate the secondary employment in h’ish industry which is
associated with overseas industry’s purchasing of h’ish-made materials and
components, we start with estimates, derived from the lEE survey, of
overseas manufacturi~lg’s expenditures on Irish-sourced materials and
CO 111 pon e n ts.

Then we use the official input-output tables (Central Statistics Office,
1992) to estimate how much of this is spent on h’ish manttfactured
products as opposed to h’ish primary products. The input-output tables
show which sectors the Irish materials inputs pttrchased by individual
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sectors come fi’om. In the case of most manufacturing sectors, mou’e than
98 per cent of spending on h’ish materials and components goes to non-
food manufacturing sectors. Thus, for these sectors, we take it that all their
expenditures on Irish materials and components are spent on non-food
manufactured prodtLcts. The employment supported by these
expenditttres is then estimated by dividing the expenditures by sales per
eml)loyee for indigenous non-food manufacttHing industry in tile year
concernecl, on tile grounds that most of the inl)ULS ptwchased would come

fi’om indigenous indusu-y.
In the case of a minority of manufacturing sectors, howeveK, tile input-

outptLt tables show that a significant percentage of their expenditttres on
Irish materials and components goes to the primary sector or to the food
sector. In these cases, we use the lEE starve), data to derive tile amounts of
their expenditures on1 all h’ish materials, and we use the inl)ut-outpttt
tables to determine what l)ropon-tions of those expenditures go to the
primary sector, the food sector and non-food manufacturinlg sectors. The
expenditure going to tile primary sector is then lelk out of consideration.
The eml)loyment supported by exl)enditures going to the food and non-

food manufacturing sectors is estimated by dividing the expenditures
concerned by sales per eml)loyee for, respectively, indigenous food and
non-food manufacturing industries. (Furtlaer details on this are in tile
Appendix oil "Methodological Procedtnres".)

In this way, it is estimated that the manufactttring employment
SUl)l)orted indiu’ectl), by overseas manufacturing’s purchases of h’ish

industrial products was al)out 10,200 in 1983, rising to about 13,500 in
1990 and fi.’tlaer to about 14,000 in 1991. When exl)ressed in terms of
numbers of indirect mamffacturingjobs per 100 direct jobs in overseas
manufacturing, the estimates are 12 in 1983, 15 in 1990 and 16 in 1991.
Thus, tile secondary manufacturing eml)loyment was increasing I)oth in
al)solute terms and in relation to direct overseas eml)loyment.

The figures above for h’ish manufacturing employment associated with
tile materials i)tH’chasing of overseas manufacttaring should onl), be
regarded as estimates, which are sul~ject to some error due to the
estimation procedun’es. But they should give a reasonable indication of the
orders of magnitude involved. It is very likely that they are at least correct
in indicating that tile secondary employment concerned has I)een
increasing both in absolute terms and in relation to direct overseas
manttfacttnring employment.

In a somewhat related exercise, Baker (1993, Appendix 2), using the
1985 inptut-output tables, presented figures which indicate that for every
100 jobs in "high-tech" exporting firms (which would mainly be overseas
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firms), there were about 4 or 5 indirect jobs ill h’ish manufacturers
supplying input.s to the "bigh tech" exporters. Tbis looks rather lower than
ottr estimate above of 12 indirect manufacturing jobs per ] 00 direct jobs in
overseas manufacturing in 1983. However, the difference here would be
largely due to tile fact that, while Baker’s "high-tech" sectors consist very
largely of overseas firms, these sectors in fact account lbr less than half of
total overseas manufacturing emplo),ment. Tile overseas firms in the more
"traditional" sectors, which are included in our estimates, have stronger
pttrchaslng linkages with Irish suppliers than overseas "bigh-tech" firms.
Thus, our bigher estimate for the ratio of indirect manufacturing
employment in supplying all of overseas manufacturing is in fact
compatible with Baker’s lower ratio for SUl)plying the "higb-tech" sectors
only.

It should be noted that not all of Ibe secondary nlanufacturing
employment, wbicb is estimated above as being SUl)ported by tile
purchasing of overseas manufacturing, was in indigenous industry. This is
because some part of tile secondary emplo),ment concerned would occtlr
in overseas industry - to tbe extent tbat some of the h’ish-sourced
nl;.llltlf;.iCttlred products purchased by overseas industry come fronl

overseas indusu’y ilself.
Nevertheless, it. is reasonable to regard tbe btflk of tile secondary

employment supported by purchasing of h’ish industrial products by
overseas manut~tettlring as occurring in indigenous industry. Tbis is

because overseas manufacturing is very bighly export-oriented and sells
relatively little of its otttput in Ireland (14 per cent in 1990), while
indigenous manul:acturing sells most of its output in h-eland.
Consequently, indigenous industry is the source of a large majority (some
79-81 per cent, depending on tile year) of the manufactured products
which are both made and sold in Ireland. Thus, expenditures by overseas
nmnuhtcturing in Ireland on industrial i~roclttcts made in Ireland would
have to go very largely to indigenous industry.

We can make tile (admittedly rather crude) assumption that the
proportion of all h’ish manufactured inputs for overseas industry which
comes fi’om indigenous indusu’y is the same as the proportion of all h’ish-
made industrial products sold in the h’ish market which comes from
indigenous industr),. On that assumption, about 80 per cenl of the Irish-
produced industrial prodttcts which are purchased by overseas indusu’y
come fi’om indigenous industry (with the remaining 90 per cent coming
fi’om overseas industry itsel0.

We can assume, furtheJ, that about 80 per cent of the manufacturing
employment supported by overseas industry’s purchasing of Irish industrial
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products is in iodigenotts industry. On that assumption, indigenous
manufacturing emplo),ment supported by overseas industry’s purchasing

of industrial proclucLs was about 8,200 in ]98B, rising to about 10,800 in
1990 and further to 11,200 in 1991. This means that the indigenous
manufilcturing employment which is estimated as being supported by
purchasing b), overseas inclustry accounted for about 6.3 pet" cent of total

indigenous manufacttwing employment in 1983, rising to :.tlz, ottt 9.6 per
cent in 1990 and further to about 10.0 per cent in 1991.

Thus, overseas industry in h-eland constitutes a fairly important and a
growing market for indigenous industry, accounting for roughl), 10 per
cent of indigenous industry’s sales or employment. For comparison, the

market of the United Kingdom accounts for 14 per cent of the sales of
indigenous industry, while the rest of the EU accounts for 8 per cent of its
sales (Census of lndustTial Production, 1990).

Employment in Producing MateTials Input.; for Indigenous hzd~.~t?7
It is possible to use the same methodologT to make estimates of the

an~ottnt of emplo),ment in Irish manufacturing which is invoh,ed in
proclucing h-ish manufactured products which are ptn-chased as it~pttts b),
indigenous inchtstr),. But the meaning of such ligures must be interpreted
with care. Clearly a large majority of the h’ish industrial proclocLs which are
purchased as inputs by indigenous industry would come fi’om indigenous
industry itself. Thus, the employment generated in proclueing such inpttts
woulcl, for the most part, not lye additio?zal to direct indigenous
manufacturing emplo),ment.

Howeveh estimates of employn~ent in producing manofacttwed inputs
for indigenous inclustry can lye said to have some n~eaning, as long as we
are careful not to regard this employmenl as additional to direct
indigenous manufacturing enq:)lo)’ment. Thus, such estimates could lye
said to indicate simply the nunlber of people whose emplo),ment depends
on producing manufactured inputs for indigenous manufacturing firms.
Or we could also estimate emplo),ment in producilag manufactured inputs
for indigenous industry as a percentage of total direct employment in
indigenous industry. Then this percentage - say x per cent- cotdd be said
to indicate that the amount of employment in supplying Irish
manulactured inputs to the "average" indigenous mantJfacturing firm is x
per cent ot: the firm’s own employment.

Following the same methodologT as in the case of materials purchasing
by overseas manufacturing, it is estimated that the employment involved in
producing h’ish manufacttwed inputs for indigenous industry was about
2,1,200 in 1983, declining to about 19,300 in 1990 and aboul 18,900 in
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1991. When expressed in terms of percentages of indigenous
manufacturing employment - or nulnbers of indirect naanufacttn’ing.jobs
per 100 direct jobs in indigenous manufacturing - the estimates are 19 in
1983 and 17 in 1990 and 1991. Thus, the amount ofelnployment in
producing Irish manufactured inputs for tile average indigenous
manufacturing firna was about 17 pet" cent of the average firm’s own
einploymellt in 1990 and ]991.

Tbis figure of 17 indirect jobs in supplier industries pet" 100 direct
manufacturing jobs is only slightly greater than tbe figure of 16 for
overseas manufacturing in 1991, which was mentioned above. This is so
despite the fact that indigenous manufacturillg’s expenditure on Irish
materials as a percentage of sales is mucb higbel, at 42.5 pet" cent, than
overseas manufacturing’s expenditure on h’ish materials ,as a percentage of
sales, at 11.4 per cent (see "Fable 5.4 in tile last chapter). The reason for
this is partly because a majority of the expenditures by indigenous
manut~cturing on h’ish materials at-e expenditures on inputs of primary
products, particularly for the relatively large indigenous food sector.
Expenditures on primary products are left out of consideration here
because industry is not considered really to cause tile generation ot7

employment in primary sectors supplying inputs to it, as was outlined in
Chapter 2.

Apart fl-om expenditul’es on h’ish primary products, indigenous
nlanufactttring also spends a good deal more than overseas nlantlfacturing
oil purchasing products of tile h’isb food industry for further processing.
Sucb purcbases of food inputs amount to 9.3 per cent of the value ot7 tile
sales of indigenous manufacturing, compared to 2.0 per’cent of sales in the
Czise fir overseas maiiuf:icttiriilg. But expenditttre OIl otber (non-food) h’isb
nlanufactured products as a percentage of sales is only a little higher fi~r
indigenous manufacturing, at 7.8 per cent, than for overseas
nlanufacturing, at 6.6 pet" cent.

Thus, expenditure on all h’ish materials as a percentage of sales is
mucb bigber for indigenous than for overseas industr), mainly because of
fat" bigber spending on primar), product.s, wbich is left out of consideration
bere, and also because of substantially bigber spelading on food inputs, but
not because of a major difference with respect to spending, as a percentage
of sales, on other Irish nmnufactured inputs. Given that sales pet" emplo),ee
are about one-third higher for overseas than for indigenous manufacturing
(see Table 5.4), expenditures per employee on h’ish non-food manufactured
inputs are therefore actually higher for overseas than for indigenous
inanufacturing. Expendilures per employee on h’ish food inputs, howevel, are
higher for indigenous than for overseas mantifacturing. Thus, combiifing
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the effects of spending on Irish food and non-food mantffactured inpuLs
results in an overall ratio of indirect manufacttu’ing employnmnt to direct
manufacturing employment which is almost the salne for overseas as for
indigenous industry in 1991.

It should be noted, howevm, that this would not necessarily support a
cleat- and unambiguous conclusion that overseas manufacturing is very
nearly as good as indigenous manufacturing at supporting employment in

.Irish supplier indttstries. Such a conclusion is suggested only when one
expresses the indirect employment in relation to direct manufacturing
employment. If one looks at employment i~z relatio~z to sMes, indigenous
malaufacturing looks rather better than overseas industry at supporting
employment. Thus, per million pounds of sales, indigenous industry has
both more clirect nlanufacturing employment than overseas industry and
also more indirect manufacturing employment in h’ish supplier industries
than overseas industry.

This discussion might perhaps be thought to call into question whether
there is a real justification for special state policy efforLs to strengthen the
h’ish materials purchasing linkages of overseas industry (as in the National
Linkage Programme). Such policy efforts are pl’estmaably based on the
premise that these materials linkages of overseas industry are relatively
weak and that there should therefore be scope to strengthen them. One
might ask do our findings reported above cast doubt on that premise about
relatively weak materials linkages of overseas industry? For while they may
look relatively weak when considered in terms of indirect employment
relative to sales, they do not look relatively weak when considered in terms

of indirect employment relative to direct employment.
In fact, our findings, which focus on indirect employment in Irish

supplier industries, are not really best suited to answering this question.
For the purpose of addressing this question, it would be more appropriate
to ask what proportion of total materials inputs for overseas industry are
sourced in .Ireland, and how does this compare with indigenous industry?

In 1991, overseas industry purchased 30 per cent of its inaterials inputs
from h’ish sources, compared with a much higher figure of 71 per cent for
indigenous industry. However, this figure for indigenous industry is greatly
affected by.the importance of the food sector which purchases nearly all of
its inpuLs in h’eland. In overseas industry, the food sector also i)urchases a
large m~oority of its materials inputs in Ireland, but the food sector is only
quite a small part of all overseas industry. If we leave out the food sector to
make for a more suitable comparison, overseas non-food industry
purchased 23 per cent of its materials inpuLs fl’om h’ish sources, compared
with a considerably higher figure of 36 per cent for indigenous non-food
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industry. Also, in 8 out of 10 individual industrial sectors, indigenous
industry purchased a greater percentage of its material inputs fi’om h’ish
sources than overseas industry did. Thus, looked at in this way, the
materials purchasing linkages of overseas industry can be regarded as still

relatively weak, giving a reasonable basis for the premise underlying policy
efforts to stimulate and develop such linkages further.

Causes of Change in Secondary Manufacturing Employment
It has been shown above that employment in supplying Irish

manufactured inputs for overseas manufacturing increased fi’om 10,200 in
1983 to 14,000 in 1991. At the same time such employment in supplying
h’ish manufactured inputs to incligenous manufacturing declined from
24,200 in 1983 to 18,900 in 1991. This difference in the uvo u’ends is partly
a simple reflection of the fact that the employment trend within overseas
industry itself was stronger than that within indigenous industry in that
period.

Thus, other things being equal, one would expect employment in
supplying Irish nmntffactured inputs to overseas mannfacturing to have
shown a stronger trend than employment in snpplying indigenous
manufacturing. For if there were no changes in proportions such as
spending on Irish mantffacturecl materials as a percentage of sales, and if
growth in sales per employee in purchasing industries generally matched
that in supplier industries, one would expect the trend of indirect
manufacturing employment in the supplier industries to match that of

direct employment in the respective purchasing inclustries.
However, the different trends in direct mantlfacttwing employment in

indigenous and overseas industry only partly explain the differences in the
trends in indirect manufacturing employment in supplying indigenous and
overseas industry. For it was also shown above that the ratio of indirect
mannfacturing.jobs in h’ish supplier industries per 100 direct jobs in
purchasing indusu’ies increased quite substantially fi’om 12 in 1983 to 16 in
1991 in the case of overseas manufacturing, while it declined a little fi’om
19 to 17 in the case of indigenous mantffacturiog. The different trends in
these ratios have to be explained by something other than differences in
the direct manufacturing employment trends.

In the case of indigenous manufacturing, in which the ratio of indirect

to direct manuthcturing employment declined a little, the main reason for
this was that spending on h’isb materials as a percentage of sales declined
in 1983-91, by about I percentage point. This decline was only marginal in
non-food industries, but it was a more substantial 3 percentage points in
the food industry- starting from a relatively high level in 1983 and
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remaining relatively high in ]991 despite tile decline. Thus, tbe small
decline in the ratio of indirect manufacturing employment to direct
mal~ufacturing eml~lo),nlent in indigenous industry mainly reflected
declining spending on h’ish materials as a percentage of sales in the food
illdustry. This trend is the other side of the coin of increasing value-added

to materials in the food industry.
In the case of overseas manufacturing, the number of indirect jobs in

supplying Irish manufactured inputs pet" 100 direct manttfacturing jobs
increased fi’om 12 in 1983 to 16 in 1991. One important reason for this was
that sales per emplo),~/e in overseas manufacturing increased a good deal
faster than in indigenous manufacturing. Thus, if nothing else had
changed, expenditures per direct employee by overseas industry on h’ish
manufactured inputs would have increased by significantly more than sales
per employee in the sttpplying industries, thereby giving rise to more
indirect enlplo),ment in relation to direct employment.

In addition to this, overseas manufacturing firms were tending to
purcllase an increasing proportion of their material inputs fi’om h’ish
sources during the period, and this would have conu’ibuted Io tile increase
in employment in Irish supplier industries relative to direct overseas
manufacturing enq)lo),nlent. At the level of total overseas manul)lctul-illg,
this increase ill the proportion of Irisll-sotu’ced materials was ratber small.
Thus, purcbases of h’ish-souvced material inputs as a percentage of
purellases of all material inputs by total overseas manttfacturing only
increased from 28.5 per cent ill 1983 tO just 29.5 per cent ill 1990.
However, most individual sectors of overseas industry were increasing the
share of their materials purchases which came [’tom h’ish sources at rather
faster rates than tbis. But tbe sectors of overseas industry which had
relatively high percent:lges of materials coming fi’om Irish sources tended
to have relatively low growth in sales, while those which had relatively low
percentages of materials coming from h’ish sources tended to have
relatively high growth in sales. Thus, even though most individual sectors
of overseas industv), were increasing the share of their materials purchases
which came fronl h’ish sources, the differences in growth rates between

sectors meant that at the aggregate level of total overseas industry the
increase in Irish materials as a percentage of total materials purchases was
i’atlle r modest.

For example, tile overseas food sector and the drink and tobacco sector

purchased a relatively high 67-75 per cent of their material inputs fi’om
Irish sources, but these were not particularly fast growing sectors. At tile
same time, the overseas mel..qls and engineering sector, which did have
relatively high growth, purchased just 12.0 per cent of its material inputs
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fi’om Irish sources in 1983. This figure increased quite substantially to 18.8
per cent by 1991, but this still meant that the high-growth metals and
engineering sector had a below average percentage of materials purchases
fl’om h’ish sources throughout the period. Thus, there was a general
tentiency for most individual overseas sectors to purchase increasing
proportions of their materials from h’ish sources. But owing to the
tendency for relatively rapid sales growth among the overseas sectors which
had relatively low h-ish materials purchasing linkages, this did not show up
vet’), strongly in a higher percentage of h’ish materials purchasing for
overseas nlantlfacttlring as a ~’ho[e.



Chapter 7

CONCLUSIOA(S"

This paper has presented estimates of secondary employment

associated with malaufacturing industry, outside the manufacturing sector
itself. This included associated employnaent supported in services by
industry’s purclaasing of services inputs, employment supported in services
I)y the expenditures of industrial employees on services, and eml)loyment
in services supported by the re-sl)ending of taxes arising fi’orn industry and
its employees.

Secondary Services Employment Associated with 7btal Manufactm~ng
It was found that, in all of these categories combined, there were

approximately 168,100 services jobs which were associated with
manufacturing industry in 1991. This meant that there were about 84
associated services jobs l)er 100 direct manulacturing jobs. These figures
are estimates which should not be regarded as highly precise, but they
should indicate the order of magnitude involved. (These figures leave out
the effects of sl)ending of profits of manufacturing or re-spending of
taxation of manufacturing profits. If approximate estimates of those effects
are included, there were about 87 or 88 associated services jobs per 100
clirect manufacturing jobs.)

It may be worth tel)eating here that, for the reasons discussed in

Chapter 2, we would not really regarcl the entire numl)er of jobs which are
estimatecl as being mssociated with manufacturing as a "net" contribution
to total employment which is all ca*tsed to exist by industry.

Trends Over Time in Secondary Services Employment Associated with 7btal
Man~tfactuting

Looking at trends over time, it was found that the total secondary
services employment associated with manufacturing tended to change at
slightly different rates to total direct employment within manttfacturing
itself. The ratio of total secondary services employment to direct
manufacturing employment drifted slowly downwards over the period
198%90, fi’om 89 to 83 jobs per 100 direct manufacturing jobs. This was
followed by a small increase to 84 per 100 in 1991 and a larger increase to
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91 per I00 according to the preliminary es0mate for 1992. Thus, by 1992,
it is estimated that tile ratio of total secondary services jobs per 100 direct
manufacturing jobs was just slightly higher than the ratio in 1983, after a
decline in the intervening period.

In tile Introduction to this paper, it was noted that there was generally
relatively su’ong growth in manufacturing production in this period, even
at times of no growth or decline in manufacturing employment. The
possibility was mentioned that this might have meant that growing
purchases of services by manufacturing industry were sustaining a stronger
trend in secondary services employment than in direct manufacturing
employment. However, the findings of this paper indicate that this w~us not
really the case, and that trends in secondary services employment
associated with industry were for the most part not greatly different to
trends in direct manufacturing employment.

In tile period 1983-91, at least, it would have made rather little
difference to one’s judgement of industry’s overall employment
performance whether one considered tile associated ser~dces employment
or not. For there were only quite small changes in the relationship between
direct manufacttJring employment and total secondary services
employnlent, so that direct manufacturing plus secoI]daFy services
employment combined changed at only slightly different rates to direct
manufacturing employment alone. In the period 1983-91 as a whole, direct
manufacturing emplo)qlaent fell by -I.0 per cent per annum .while direct
plus secondary services employment combined fell by -I.3 per cent per

annum. In the sub-period 1983-87, direct manufacturing employmenl
declined by -2.9 per cent per annum while direct plus secondary services
employment combined declined by -3.2 per cent per annum. In tile sub-
period 1987-91, direct manufacturing employment recovered to grow by
0.9 per cent a year while direct plus secondary services employment
combined grew by 0.6 per cent a year.

The preliminary figures For 1992, however, indicate that direct plus
secondary services employment combined grew at a substantially higher
rate than direct manufacturing employment in 1991-92. This shows that
the relationship betaveen secondary and direct manufacttlring employment
is capable of changing qtfite sharply, although in fact it changed only quite
slowly throughout the period 1983-91.

Secondary Services Employment Associated with Indigenous and Overseas
Manufacturing

Looking at indigenous and overseas manufacturing separately, the
direct employment record of indigenous industry was poorer than that of
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all industry, particularly in 1983-87 although its employnlent performance
has improved since then. The record of secondary services employnlent
associated with indigenous indusu’y was found to be poorer than that of its
direct employmenc Thus, the ratio of secondary services employment to

direct manufacturing employnmnt declinecl for indigenous industry. There
were al)out 86 secondary jobs in services pet" 100 direct indigenous

manufacturing jobs in 1983, falling to about 74 pet" 100 in 1990. The figure
then increased to 77 in 1991 and an estimated 80 in 1992, which was still
below the figure of 86 in 1983.

Overseas inclusu-y had a stronger record of direct manufacturing
employment than all industry, and the record of secondary services
employment associated with overseas industry was somewhat stronger
again. Tile ratio of secondary employment in services to direct
manufacturing emplo),naent for overseas industry increased from 93
secondary jobs in services per 100 direct nlanufacturingjobs in 1983 to 94
per 100 in 1991 and an estimated 105 per 100 in 1992.

Thus, by 1991, there were 94 secondary jobs in services per 100 direct
johs in overseas manufacturing, while there was a lower ratio of 77 per 100
for indigenous industry. The preliminary estimates for 1992 indicate that
the gap between these figures for overseas and indigenous industry
widened in 1992. The difference between the two is explained mainly by
tile fact that overseas industry has substantially higher sales per employee
than indigenous industry. At the stone time, expenditure on h’ish services
as a percentage of sales is about the same in both overseas and indigenous
industr)’, while pay as a percentage of sales is not much lower in overseas
industry than in indigenous indusu’y.

It may be concluded fi-om this that the relatively high level of sales pet"

employee in overseas manttfacturing, and the growth in its sales and its
sales per employee, have been of some benefit for h’ish employment
through the secondary effects in associated services. This is so despite the
fact that a relatively high percentage of the value of the sales of overseas
manufacturing is not spent in h’eland, btlt is rather spent on imported
inputs or is taken out of the country in the form of profit outllows. The
amount which is spent within the country, on wages and salaries and on
h’ish services, has l)een sufficient to have supported secondary services
employment which is greater relative to direct manufacturing employment
than in tile case of indigenous manufacturing.

It should be noted, howevm, that this in itself cannot lead to a simple
conclusion that overseas industry is "superior" to indigenous industry in
supporting associated services employment, in any absolute sense. For the
impression of "superiority" in this respect arises only when one expresses
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the secondary services employment in relation to direct manufacturing
employment. If one were to look at the levels of either direct
manufacturing employment or secondary services employment in relation
to the value of sale^~ - i.e., numbers of jobs per million pounds worth of
sales - indigenous industry would look "sttperior" to overseas industry in
supporting employment.

Tbus, one should be careful not to jump to inappropriate policy
conclusions based only on the perspective of the relationship between
secondary services employment and direct manufacturing employment. In
particular, we would not wish to conclude from this that overseas industry is
better than indigenous industry at supporting employment, or tbat policy
efforts shotdd give priority to promoting overseas industry for that reason.
Indeed, it seems clear that m~gor efforts to develop indigenous industry
are called for, most obviously because there is little sign that overseas
investment alone could be sufficient to make a satisfactory contribution to
the counU’y’s employment needs. However, it does seem valid to conclude
that overseas industry does make a significant contribution to supporting
secondary services employment as well as direct manufacturing
employment. Its employment impact should not be overlooked, despite
the fact that much of the value of its turnover is not spent in Ireland.

Employment Associated with Purchaz’ing by Industry cf h4sh Manufactured hzp*us
We also looked at employment supported by overseas and indigenotts

industry’s ptwchases of manufactured materials and components which are
made in h’eland. It was estimated that about 10,200 people were employed
in Irish manufacturing in producing industrial products as inputs for
overseas industry in 1983, rising to about 14,000 by 1991. ~qlen expressed
in terms of numbers of indirect manufacturing jobs per 100 direct jobs in
overseas manufacturing, the estimates are 12 in 1983 and 16 in 1991. Tbus,
the secondary manufacturing eml)loyment was increasing both in absolute
terms and in relation to direct overseas employment.

It should be noted, however, that these estimates of secondary
employment in Irish manufacturing in producing industrial products as
inputs for overseas industry are rather different in cbaracter to the
estimates of secondary services employment. This is because some of the
secondary employment in the supplier industries concerned is in overseas
industry itself, i.e., some overseas firms purchase some manufactured
inputs from other overseas firms ih Ireland. Thus, unlike the secondary
services employment, tiffs seconclary manufacturing employment is not all
additional to direct overseas manufacturing employment. To take account
of this point we also presented rather rough or approximate estimates of
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the amotmt of secondary emplo),ment in producing industrial products for
overseas industry which is in indigenous indusu’y alone. These estimates
were about 8,200 in 1983 rising to about I 1,200 by 1991; this estimate for
1991 amounts to about 10 per cent total indigenous nlanufacturing
employment in that ),ear.

In tile case of indigenous manufacturing, it was estimated that the
employment involved in producing h’ish nlauufactured inputs for
indigenous industry was about 24,200 in 1983, declining to about 18,900 in
1991. V~qlen expressed in terms of numbers of indirect manufacturing jobs
per 100 direct jobs ill indigenous manufacturing, tile estimates are 19 in
1983 and a slight decline to 17 in 1991.

Again, it should be noted that these estimates of secondary
employment in Irish manufacttn’ing in producing industrial products as
inputs for indigenous industry are rather different in character to the
estimates of secondar), services employment, to the extent that much of
the secondary employment in tile supplier industries concerned is in
indigenous industry itself. Thus, unlike tile secondary services
entployment, the secondary mannfacturing employment is not all
additional to direct indigenous nmnufacturing employment. Nevertheless,
the estimates of secondar), manufactt~ring employment do have some
meaning, in so far as they indicate that tile amount of employment in
producing h’ish manufactured inputs for the average indigenous
manufacturing firm is about 17 per cent of the average firm’s own
e m p Ioym e n c

Tile figure of 17 indirect manufacturing jobs per 100 direct
manufacturing jobs for indigenous industry is almost the same as the
figure of 16 for overseas industry in 1991. But it should be noted that this
would not necessarily support a clear and unambiguous conclusion that
overseas industry is very nearly as good as indigenous industry at
supporting employment in h’ish supplier industries, in any absolute sense.
Such a conclusion is suggested only when one expresses tile indirect

employment in relation to direct manufacturing employment. If one were
to look at the levels of either direct or indirect manufacturing employment
in relation to the value of sales, indigenous manufacturing would look
rather better than overseas manufacturing at supporting employment.

Thus, one should again be careful not tojnmp to inappropriate policy
conclusions based only on the perspective of the relationship between

secondary manufacturing employment and direct manufacturing
employment. However, it does seem valid to conclude that overseas
industry does make quite a significant contribution t9 supporting
secondary manufacturing employment as wt~ll as direct manufacturing
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employment. Its employmenl impact should not be overlooked, despite
the fact that much of the value of its turnover is not spent in Ireland and
that much of its material inputs are imported.
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Appendix

METHODOLOGICAL I’ROCEI)URIL5

Chapter 3: Derivation of Grossed LID Estimates from the Irish Economy Expenditures
Survey

As is outlined at the start of Chapter 3, the h’ish Economy
Expenditures (lEE) Survey, which has been undertaken by the IDA (and

now by Forfas) each year since 1983, covers manufacturing companies
which employ 30 people or more. This survey collects information on
companies’ sales and on how much they spend within the h’ish economy -
on wages and salaries and on Irish-produced materials, components and
services inputs - as distinct from other expenditures on imported goods or
services. When all their expenditures are subtracted fi’om their sales,
profits emerge as a residual. (haformation on response rates to the IEE
survey is contained in Chapter 3.)

The data presented in this paper are not simply based on the raw IEE

survey data for firms responding to the survey. Rather the survey data are
first grossed up to give estimated national figures. The method used to
gross up the survey results is to multiply the survey data by the ratio of
national employment (using IDA/Forfas Employment Survey data) to
employment in companies responding to the survey. This is done
separately for each of 36 categories of manufacturing, namely, the
indigenous and overseas components of each of 18 sectors. These 18
sectors are:

- non-metallic mineral products (NACE code 24)
- chemicals, including man-made fibres (NACE 25,’~6)

metals and engineering (NACE 22, 31-37) sub-divided into 6
different parks
food (NACE 411-423) sul~’livided into 4 different parts
drink and tobacco (NACE 424-429)
textile industry (NACE 43)
clothing, footwear and leather (NACE 44-45)
timber and wooden furniture (NACE 46)

- paper and printing (NACE 47)
- miscellaneous industries (NACE 14, 48219).

71
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Thus, the 18 sectors consist of 8 of tile 10 standard broad industrial
sectors plus 10 sub-divisions of tile other 2 - namel),, 6 sub-divisions of
metals and engineering and 4 sub-divisions of food. Since metals and
engineering and food are much the largest of the 10 broad industrial
sectors, it was considered possible to divide them up for the purpose of
grossing up survey data, and since their coml:)onent parts have widely
var),ing expenditure patterns it was considered desirable to do so.

In the case of metals and engineering, the standard NACE
classification provides for 8 sub-divisions (NACE 22 and 31-37). Howeveh
some of these sub-divisions are father small in h’eland, particularly when
divided t’ur01er into indigenous and overseas components. For this re~tson,
it was thought best to combine some of them together with others which
have similar expenditure patterns and sales per employee, for the purpose
of grossing up survey data. Thus, only 6, rather than 8, sub-divisions of
metals and engineering are employed. Ill the case of indigenous industr};
these are:

- production and preliminary processing of metals (NACE 22)
- manufacture of metal articles (NACE 31)
- mechanical engineering (NACE 32)
- office and data processing machinery (NACE 33) and instrument

engineering (NACE 37) combined
- electrical engineering (NACE 34)
- motor vehicles (NACE 35) and other transport equipment

(NACE 36) combined.
In the case of overseas industry, the same sectoral divisions are

employed, except that NACE 22 (being very small) is combined with 31,
while NACE 33 and 37 (being relatively large) are treated separately.

The food industry is divided into 4 categories for the purpose of
grossing up the survey data, ,as follows:

slaughtering and processing of meat (NACE 412)
dairy producLs (NACE ’113)
"food group 3"; fi’uit and vegetable processing (NACE 414), sea-
food processing (NACE ’t15), grain milling (NACE 416),
manttfacture and refining of sugar (NACE 420) and atlimal and
poultry foods (NACE 422)

- "food group 4"; oils and fats (NACE 411), pasta (NACE 417), starch
products (NACE 418), bread, biscuits and flour confectionery
(NACE 419), cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery (NACE
421 ) and other food products (NACE 423).

Tile logic behind these groupings follows fi’om some consideration of
relevant points of similarity and difference between different branches of
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the food sector. Thus, it has been noted previousl), (Matthews and
O’Collnot’, 1987) that some Ibod sector branches are largel), engaged in
processing of output fi’om the primar), sector, while others are basicall),
involved in secondary processing of output fi’om other food industries. It
has also been noted elsewhere (Riordan, 1989) that some branches of the
food sector are largely engaged in processing of h-i.~’h output, while others
import much of their ilq)uts and could well survive without supplies of

materials fi’om Ireland. In addition, some food sector branches are largely
engaged in basic (relatively low value-added) processing of materials, while
others have much laigher wdue-added.

These distinctions seem relevant to the question of how to group
together different parts of the tood industry for the purpose of grossing up
survey data for an analysis of linkages at~d secondary effects of industries.
It seems logical Io tl’y tO group the branches of the food industry into
categories which are similar in terms of principal sources of materials
(primary or industrial, Irish or foreign) and in terms of value-added to
materials.

Thus, the meat processing and dairy products sectors are both largely
engaged in basic processing of almost exclusively h’ish-sourced primary
produce; the cost of their material inputs is about 80 per cent or more of
the value of their sales and more than 90 per cent of the materials are
h’ish. Each o[r these sectors is large enough to stand on its own for the
ptzrpose of grossing tip survey data, whereas the other food sectors mosd),
al’e i]ot.

"Food group 3" consists of branches which are also largely engaged in
processing of primary (r:lther than manufactured) i~roduce. But compared
to meat or dairy prodtlcLs, value-added to malerial input~ is higher and a
somewhat lower proportion of the materials is sourced in Ireland; the cost
of the material inputs of this group is about 70 per cent of the value of
sales and about 80 per cent of the materials are of h’ish origins.

"Food group 4" consists of sectors which are largely engaged in
processing, not of primary produce, but of outptat from other food

industries, whether Irish or foreign-based. Compared to other food
industries, this group also has higher value-added to materials and it
imports a higher proportion of its materials; the cost of the material inputs
of this group is less than 50 per cent of the wdue of sales and just over half
of the materials are of h’ish origins.

The grossing up procedure which is emplo),cd - multipl),iug lEE survey
d:Lta 13}, the ralio of nalional employment to survey emplo)’ment - in effect
asstlmes t.hat sales or expenditul’es per employee are the same for colnpalaies
which are left out of the survey as Ibr those of the same nationality and from
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tile same sector which are included in it. A flaw in this is that sales per
employee (and hence probably expenditures on inputs per employee) tend
to be lower for the small firms emplo)4ng less than 30 people, which are all
excluded fl’om the survey, than for larger firms. However, as noted in
Chapter 3, examination of Cmzsus ofh*dusOial l’roduction (CIP) data on gross
output pet" employee by size class of establishments indicates that this flaw
would have only minor effects on our estimates.

Nevertheless, it was considered whether it would be worth tr)fng to use
CIP data on output per employee by size class to refine the grossing up
procedure. For example, if the CIP shows that small firms with less than 30
employees in a particular sector have gross output per employee at, say, 80
pet" cent of the level of larger firms, one might estimate the sales and
expenditures per employee of the smaller firnls at 80 pet" cent of the level
of firms in that sector responding to the lEE survey. However, there proved
to be some difficulties with this idea.

First, the grossing up of the IEE survey data is done for separate
categories of indusu’y which are distinguished by nationality and by sector.
This is because response rates to the survey differ by nationality and by

sector; as do expenditure patterns and sales pet" employee. Therefore, if
CIP data on differences by size class were to be used to refine the grossing
up procedure, there would have to be CIP data available by nationalit); by
sector and by size class, i.e., by all three classifications at the same time. But
the CIP does not, in fact, provide data broken down by this three-way
classification.

It might be possible to obtain unpublished details from the CIP, but
there is the fm’ther problem that classifications of firms by nationality and
by sector in the CIP differ somewhat fl’om those in the IDA’s IEE sm’vey
and employment survey which are our basic data sources for this paper.
Thus, for exm~aple, the CIP’s "Irish textiles" sector consists of a somewhat
different group of firms to the IDA’s "h’ish textiles" sector, even though
they are, of course, mostly the same. Thus, if one applied information by
nationality and sector from the CIP to adjusting grossed up estimates fi’om
the IDA’s survey, there would be small errors in the resulting estimates for
many categories because of the differences in classification.

Consequently, it is very doubtful whether it would be worthwhile to use
the CIP information to try to improve on our grossing up procedure, since
the errors involved in our grossing up procedure - arising fi’om lower sales
pet" employee in the small firms which are excluded from the lEE survey -
are quite small in any case. As is mentioned in Chapter 3, the errors from
this source are probably of the order of less than 1 per cent for overseas
industry and about 2-3 per cent for indigenous industry.
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Chapter 3: Checking the Accuracy of the lEE Data
hi Table 3.1 in Chapter 3, estimates of sales obtained fi’om the IEE

survey are compared with CIP Gross Output and "Adjusted CIP Gross
Output", in order to check the accuracy of the lEE estimates. The need for
comparing with the "adjusted" CIP gross output arises because the
coverage of the CIP leaves out very small firms with less than three
employees, whereas the estinlates obtained fi’om the lEE sttrvey include
these vet’), small firms. This is because the lEE sales estimates are obtained
using the IDA/Forfas employment survey to gross up the IEE survey
results, and the I DA/Forfas employment survey does not leave out the very
small firms with less than three employees. Consequently, the numbers
reported in the IDA/Forfas emplo),ment survey are a little larger than CIP
employment, and our estimates of sales obtained from the lEE survey
grossed uI) by the IDA/Forfas employment survey would therefore be
expected to be a little larger than CIP gross output.

For this reason, CIP gross output is adjustecl in Table 3.1 to make it
more closely comparable to the coverage of the IEE sales estimates. The
adjusted CIP gross outptu ligures are derived by estimating what the gross
output would have been if CIP employment was as great as in the
IDA/Forfas employment surve); and if the additional emplo),ment was all
in firms with gross output per employee the same as in the size class of very
small CIP establishments which employ fi’om 5 to 9 people. (There is a CIP

size class of even smaller firms employing less than 5, but this includes
firms which had existed and had some output in the year of the census
concerned, but had no employment 13), a specified date in September of
that year; thus output per employee Ibr this size class is rather distorted.)

For example, in 1990, employment in the I DA/Forfas employment
survey was 3.2 per cent greater than in the CIP, and gross oulput pet"
employee in the 5-9 emplo),ment size class in the CIP was 47 per cent of
average gross output per employee for all CIP firms. In this case the
"adjusted" CIP gross output is estimated 13), increasing actual CIP gross
output 13), 47 per cent of 3.2 per cent, i.e., by 1.5 pet" cent.

Chapter 4: Estimation of Services Employme~t Associated with Industrial
Purchasing

In Chapter 4, the services employment in block B of Figure 4. I or 4.2 is
estimated as follows. First, the lEE survey data (grossed up as outlined
above) provide estimates of expenditures by manufacturing on h’ish
services inpuLs, hi 1991, for example, it is estimated that manufacturing
industry’s expenditure on all h’ish services inputs was £2,699.9 million.
These expenditures on "services" include not only services as
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conventionally defined, but also tile non-manttfacturing service industries,
namely, electricity, gas and water; however, these account for only a small
minority of industry’s expenditures on all "services".

Second, we need to estimate how many people were employed in
producing the Irish services purchased by industry. For this, data are
required on gross output or sales of services and on employment in

services, in order to calculate gross output or sales pet" employee. Then we
can divide industry’s expenditures on Irish services inputs by h’ish services’
gross output or sales per employee to obtain estimates of employment in
Ireland in prodttcing the services which are purchased by industry. A
problem here is that the data on services output which are regularly
available fi’om the National Income and Expe~zditure (NIE) are not gross or
final output me~sures, but rather they are measures of the contribution of
services to Gross Domestic Product, i.e., they are tne~tsures of vahte-added
in services. Since our estimates of manufacturing industry’s pnrchases of
Irish services refer to purchases of final or gross output (and not of vahte-
added), the NIE data on services value-added cannot be used directly to
estimate entployment in producing the services pnrchased by industry.
Instead we need data froIn Sortie other SOtlrce which n]e2kStll’e sales or gross
output of services.

For this, we have to turn to the input-output tables pttblished by the
Central Statistics Office (1992), which provitle gross or final type me~ures
of services output, but only for 1985. Summing up the output of all service
sectors in the 1985 input-output table (inchlding elecu’icity/gas/water)
gives total services output of £ 14,915.7 million (of whicla, inciden tally, just
£1,136.8 million, or 7.6 pet" cent, was in electricity, gas and water). Then
fi’om the Labour Force Survey for 1985, we find that employment in all
services (inclnding electricity, gas and water) was 617,100. Dividing the
above output by employment gives output per head of£24,171 for all
services (itlcluding electricity, gas and water) in 1985. The grossed up IEE
survey data give an estimate of expenditure by matmfacturing industry on
Irish services (including electricity, gas and water) of E1,941.2 million in
1985. So we divide this figure by £24,171 to obtain an estinaate of 80,300
people employed in producing the Irish services which were purchased by
manufacturing industry in 1985.

The same procedure cannot be followed for years other than 1985,
because input-outpttt tables are not available for other years. Rather the
data on services output which are available for other years are the value-
added type of measures of the contribution of services to GDP, fiom the
annual National Income and Expenditltre (or the annual Economic Revietv and
Outlook which reproduces the same data). These data are available for
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services, although tbey do not distinguisb electricity, gas and water
separately but rather include it with "industry". Using these data on
services (necessarily without electricity, gas and water) togetber witb
Labour Force Survey figures on employment in services (also without
elecu’icity, etc.), we can calculate the conuibution per employee of services to
GDP for each year 1983 to 1992.

We then convert these figures for tile contribution per employee of
services to GDP into an index to the base ),ear 1985 = 1.00, and use tile
resulting index, multiplied by 1985 services gross output per employee, to
estimate services gross output per employee for years other than 1985.

For example, in 1985 tbe conu’ibution per employee of services to GDP
was £13,514, and in 1991 it was £20,945, i.e., 1.55 times greater than in
1985. Thus we estimate that, in 1991, services gross output per employee
was 1.55 times greater than tim 1985 figure of £24,171, which is £37,465.
The grossed up IEE survey data give an estimate for spending by
manufacturing on hish services of £2,699.9 million in 1991. So we divide
tbis figure by £37,465 to obtain an estimate of 72,100 people employed in

Ireland in producing the services which were purchased by manufacturing
in 1991. This figure of 72,100 appears in the top part of block B in Figure
4.2, which refers to 1991, and corresponding figures for other years are
calculated in a similar way.

]’his procedure for es6mating services gross output per employee for
years other than 1985 in effect assumes that value-added in services is a
constant proportion of gross output or sales. Or, to put it anotber way, it
assunles that gross output or sales per head ill services cbanges at: the same
rate as value-added or contribution to GDP per bead. To the extent tbat
this is not so, there is some margin of error bet-e, but tbis seems to be the
best way of making these estimates in the absence of gross output or sales
data for services for years other than 1985. (More precisely, our procedure
for estimating services gross output per employee for years other than 1985
assumes that gross output or sales pet" head in services, inchtding electricity,
gas and watm, changes at much tim same rate as value-added per head in
services without electricity gas, and water; boweveh electricity, gas and
water is such a relatively minor proportion of tile total tbat its inclusion or
exclusion could have only very minor effects on the rehttionship between
the rates of cllange of value-added pet" bead and sales per bead.)

Another point worth mentioning is that tile lEE data on expenditures
by manufacturing on Irish services are aggregated data for expenditures
on all services, not broken down by branch of services. Consequently, to
estimate employment in h’ish services purchased by manul~tcturing, we use
average output per employee in all services, rather than being able to
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distinguish between expenditures by manufacturing on different t),pes of
services and using different figures on output per employee for each
category of services concerned. (Actually, some limited disaggregation of
the lEE services expenditure data - distinguishing expenditures on certain
types of services - is possible; but this would not break down services into
categories for which statistics on output per employee would be
obtainable, so such disaggregation is not used.)

The effect of this procedure is an implicit assumption that average
output per employee in all services is much the same as average output per
employee in tile mix of services which are purchased by manufacttH-ing.
Again, to the extent that this is not so, there is some margin of error here,
but the procedure adopted is a restdt of data constraints.

A particular point here concerns electricity, gas and water, which has
an exceptionally high level of output per employee - 3.3 times higher than
in other services in 1985. Thus, if electricity, gas and water represented a
significantly different proportion of the services purchased by
manufacturing than it does of all services output, then average output per
employee in the ntix of services purchased by manufacturing could diffcr
noticeably fi’om average output pet" employee in all services. However, the
indications are that this is not a serious problem because, in fact,
electricity, gas and water accounts for a similar proportion of the services
purchztsed by manut~tcturing as it does in all services output.

Thus, data from the Ce~zsus of lnd~tstrial Production indicate that
manufacturing indttstry’s expenditure on electricity is equal to 0.9 pet" cent
of its gross output while its expenditure on other fuel and energy - apart
fi’om coal, turf and 13etroleum oils - is 0.2 per cent of its gross output.
Therefore, industry’s expenditure on electricips, and gas is over 0.9 per
cent and probably close to 1.1 pet" cent of its gross output. The lEE survey
data show that industry’s expenditure on all services (including electricity,
gas and water) is equal to about 13 per cent of its sales, its sales being very
close to its gross output. Thus industry’s expenditure on electricity and gas
as a percentage of its expenditure on all services is more than 0.9/13 and
probably close to 1.1/13, i.e., more than 6.9 per cent and probably close to
8.5 pet" cent of expenditure on all services. And, as noted above, electricity,
gas and water accounts for 7.6 pet" cent of all services output in the 1985
inpttt-ot~tput table. Assuming that water is of relatively little significance
here, it appears, therefore, that electricity, gas and water represents much
the same proportion of the services purchased by manufacturing as it does
in all services output.

Next we outline tile nlethod for estimating services emplo),naent in tile
lower part of block B in Figure 4.1 or 4.2. This emplo),ment in the lower
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part of block B is employnlent in the services which are required as inputs
in order to produce tile services which are purchased directly by
manufacturing industry, l)lus further employnlent in the services required
to produce those services...and so on through each succeeding round of
services inputs. Input-output tables are essential for making such an
estimation, and again we have the necessary table only for 1985.

In 1985, the total output of services (including electricity, gas and
water) was £14,915.7 million; this is tile stun of the figures lot" all bt,’anches

of ser~4ces in the last or "total output" cohmm of the input-output table. It
can also be calculated from the input-output table that, of this total output
of all services, £4,040.35 million was "imra-services" sales, i.e., tile sum of
all output of branches of services (including electricit),, gas and water)
which was sold as inputs to all branches of services (including electricity,
gas and water). Thus, in order to produce £14,915.7 million worth of
services, £4,040.35 million worth of services was required ,as inputs.

Or one could say that for a pound’s worth of s;des of services, .2709
pounds’ worth of services was recluired as inputs for those services (.2709
being 4,040.35 divided by 14,915.7). In turn, the services inputs required
for those services inputs would be worth .2709 x .2709 pounds, the next
round of services inpttks required for those services inputs would be worth
.2709 x .2709 x .2709 pounds...aod so on through all the rounds of services
inputs. Summing up this series of rounds of services inputs indicates that
for a pound’s worth of sales of services, .372 pounds’ worth of services
were required as all the rounds of services inputs.

An alternatix;e way of looking at this is to say that the "net sales" of the
services sector to non-services customers were £14,915.7 million (in total
services output) minus £4,040.35 million (in "inu’a-services" sales), which
equals £10,875.35 million. Thus, in order to produce £10,875.35 millions’
worth 0[" services for sale to customers outside the services sector, a [’urther
£4,040.35 millions’ worth of services was required as total "inu’a-services"
inputs. Or, one could say that for every potmd’s wortl~ of "net sales" of
services to non-service customers, a further .372 pounds’ worth of "intra-
services" sales was required as total intra-services inputs (.372 being
.4,040.35 divided by 10,875.35). Tiros, either way, one reaches tlae same
figure of .372 potmds’ worth of total intra-services inputs required per
pound’s worth of net sales of services.

According to the estimates fi’om tim IEE survey, manufacturing spent
£1,941.2 million on Irisl~ services (including elecu-icity gas and water) in
1985. One way of looking at the services employment implications of this is
that gross output pet" employee in services was £24,171 in 1985, so that
estimated en~plo),ment in producing the services purchased clirectly by
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manufacturing was 1,941.2 million/24,171, which is 80,300. Then for ever),
pound’s worth of "net sales" of services to non-service customers, there are
a furdaer .372 pounds’ worth of services required as all the rounds of
services inputs. Thus, the £1,941.2 million spent by manufacturing on "net
sales" of services required a filrther £722.1 million (i.e., .372 times 1,941.2
million) of "intra-services" inputs. At avet,-age gross output per employee in
services of £24,171, this implied 29,900 further jobs in producing the
"intra-services" inputs for the services purchased directly by

manttfacturing.
Or a short-cut which produces tile same result would be to say that

once we have estimated that there are 80,300 jobs in producing tile
services which are purchased directly by manufacturing, that there are .372
times that number engaged in producing the required "intra-services"
inputs. Thus, .372 by 80,300 equals 29,900 - the same result as before.

An alternative approach - which again arrives at the same results -
would be first to divide tile £1,941.2 million spent by manufacturing on
h’ish services by total output per head in services (£24,171 in 1985), to give
80,300 employed in services purchased directly by manufacturing. Then
one can estimate the total ntm~ber employed both in the services purchased

directly by manufacturing and in tile required "intra-services" inputS; then
by subu’acting 80,300 fi’om this number, one arrives at tile estimate for
nun]bets engaged in producing tile "inu’a-services" inputs.

To do this, note that all those employed in services are engaged either
(1) in producing services for "net sales" to non-services customers or (2) in
producing tile "intra-services" inputs which are required to produce
services for "net sales" outside tile services sector. Tile work of both of
these sees of ser~4ces employees, i.e., all services employees, is required to
produce tile eventual "net sales". With total services employment at
617,100 in 1985, and "net sales" of services to non-services customers at
£10,875.35 million, we can calculate "net sales" of services pet" employee to
be £17,623. It is estimated that manufacturing spent £1,941.2 million on
h-ish services which, divided by £17,623, gives an estimate of 110,200
employed both directly and indirectly in services supported by tile
purchasing of manufacttH’ing. Subtracting fi’om this number the figure of
80,300 for those employed in producing the services purchased directly by
mantffacturing gives an estimate of 29,900 for those employed in
producing tile required "intra-services" inputs; this is the same figure
which was arrived at before by different means.

For years other than 1985, there are no input-output tables, but since
input-output structures change quite slowly we can use the ratios or
relationships from tile 1985 table for other years, even though tile absolute
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figures would, of course, be changing significantly over time. Thus, tile
simplest way to estimate, for other years, services employment in
prodttcing all the "il]tt’a-services" inputs for services pttrchased directly by
mantffacturit~g is to multiply estimated eml)loyment in services purcl’lased
directly by manufactttring by .372. For example in 1991, as seen in the top
part of block I?, in Figure 4.2, it was estimated that 72,100 were employed in
producing services directly for n~anttfacttH’ing; and .372 times this ntmabe~,
or 26,800, are estimated to be engaged in prodttcing the "intra-services"
inputs, as seen in the lower part of block B in Figure 4.2.

Alternatively one could use other more elaborate methods, bt~t these
produce the same results. For example, one cotdd estimate "net sales" of
services to non-service customers per service sector employee in 1991, by
increasing the 1985 figure for this in line with the 1991 index of services’
contribution to GDP per employee (calculated as explained earlier in this
section). This would be £17,623 multiplied by 1.55 which is £27,316. Then,
as outlined above, spending by manufacturing on h’ish services in 1991 (at
£2,699.9 million), divided by 1991 "net sales" of services to non-service
customers per service sector employee (at £27,316), gives a total of 98,800
employed both directly and indirectly in services sttpported by the
purchasing of manufacturing in 1991. Subtracting fi’om this the figure of

72,100 for those employed in the services purchased directly by
mat~ufacttlring gives 26,700 estinmted to be engaged in producing the
"intra-service" inputs. Apart from a negligible rounding error, this
produces the same restth as the simpler method outlined in the paragraph
above.

Chapter 4: Estimation of Services Employment Associated with Expenditures of
ManufactuT~ng Employeez"

In Chapter 4, the services employl~aent in block C of Figure ,t. I or 4.2 is
estimated as follows. First, the grossed up lEE survey data provide estimates
of the total pay bill, or total labour costs, of mantd’actttring i]lclttstr),. In
199 I, for example, this was £3,183.5 million.

In order to obtain total expenditure by manufacturing employees, we
t~eecl to deduct fi’om the total pay bill employers’ and employees’ social
security payments and employees’ income taxes, as well as employees’

savings. Data on employers’ and employees’ social security payrnenLs a~d
employees’ income t:txes, expressed as a percentage of total labour costs,
were obtained for each year 1983-92 from the database compiled for the
ESR/’s macroeeot~omic model; in 1991, this came to 26.3 per cent of total
labour costs. This is the average for total national labour costs, rather than
for manufacturing alone, but since average industrial pay is close to the
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average for all sectors, this seems acceptable. After deducting these tzLxes,
employees were left with 73.7 per cent (in 1991) of the pa), bill as
disposable income, which was £2,346.2 million.

In order to deduct savings, we again use national average rates, since
data on savings behaviotn" of manufacturing emplo),ees are not available.
Data on Personal Savings were obtained fi’om Tahle 9 of tire National
Income and Expenditure, and with data on Personal Income after t,~xes fi’om
the same source it was possible to calculate savings as a percentage of after-
tax disposable income. Thus, fi’om the after-tax disposable income of
manufacturing emplo),ees we deduct savings to obtain a figure for their
expenditure; in 1991, this amounted to £2,071.5 million.

We then need to estimate ]low much of the expenditure by

mantffacturing employees is spent on Irish services. To do this, we again
use national average rates, in the absence of suitable data on expenditure
patterns of manufacturing emplo),ees alone. From tile inpttt-outpnt tables
for 1985, it can be calculated that, on average, 35.9 per cent of personal
expenditure is spent on Irish services. This allows us to estimate that
mantffactnring employees spent £743.7 million on h’ish services in 1991.

Having arl-ived at a figure for spending by manufacturilag employees
on Irish services, the remaining p~’oeedure for estimating the implications
of this for employment in Irish services is the same as in the case of
industry’s spending on services, ,as outlined above. This means that we are
again assumilag that output per employee in the mix of services which are
purchased by manufacturing employees does not differ much fi-om output
per employee in all services. To the extent that this is not so, there mat, be
some margin of error here. Following this procedure, it is estimated that
about 19,900 people were employed in providing the £743.7 million worth
of services for manufacturing emplo),ees in 1991, with a further 7,400
employed in providing all the "intra-services" inpuks required for those
services, as shown in block C of Figure 4.2.

Chaptm" 4: Estimation of Sel~Jice~ Emplet),n~nt in Blocks D and E of Figltre 4.1 or 4.2.
In Chapter 4, the services employmellt in blocks D and E of b"igure 4.1

or~4.2 is estimated as follows. First, the employmenl in block D depends on
the expenditures of the service sector employees in block B. We already
have an estimate of tire number of employees in block B, obtained as
explained above. We then need to estimate their remttnerat.ion. From
Table 2 of the National hzcome and Expmlditure, we derive a figure tbr total
"remuneration of emplo),ees" in the services sectors, and fi’om the Laboltr
Force Survey we obtain total employment in services. Dividing the former by
the latter gives average remuneration per employee in services. This figure
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is then multiplied by the number of services employees in block B of
Figure 4.2 to obtain an estimate of their t’emuneration.

This estimate of tile remuneration of services employees in block B is
before t~Lx, and it includes all elements of wage costs including employers’
and employees’ social security contributions. In this respect, it is
comparable to the initial total pay bill or labour costs of manufacturing
elnployees, which was referred to above in explaining how we estimated
services employntent (in block C) arising fi’om spending of industrial pay.
Thus, the procedure used to estimate services employment in block D,
arising fi’om spending of the pay of those in block B, is the same as that
outlined for estimating employment in block C arising fi’om tile spending
of industrial pay. (In practice, howevel, it is not necessary to replicate each
individual step in that procedure. Rather, we know from the previous
procedure how many services jobs result per million pounds of overall pay
costs for the relevant employees who are purclaasil~g the services. Thus, we
only need to apply these ratios of service jobs per million pounds of pay
costs, for the relevant years, to obtain the required services employment
estimates.)

Next, tile employment in block E of Figure 4.1 or 4.2 depends on the
expenditures of the service sector employees in block C. The procedure

for estimating the employlnent in block E is exactly analogous to that for
estimating employment in block D, except that we start with the numbers
employed in block C rather than block B.

Chapter 4: Estimation of Services Employment Supported tO, the Re-Spending of
Taxes A’~ising from Manufacturing hzdustry

The services employment in block F of Figure 4.1 or 4.2, i.e., services
employment supported by the re-spending of taxes arising from
manufacturing industr); is estimated as follows. First, from the procedure
outlined above for estimating the effects of spending of industrial pay, we
have estimates for each year of employers’ and employees’ social security
contributions and employees’ income taxes. (This amount was previously
deducted from nlanufacturing industry’s pay bill before estimating
industrial employees’ purchasing of Irish services.) From the same earlier
procedure, we also have estimates for each year of expenditure by
manufacturing employees. We further calcttlate, fi’om the input-output
tables, that on average 16.9 per cent of personal expenditure goes to the
government in the form of indirect taxes (VAT and excise). Therefore, we
add that percentage of expenditure by mantffacturing employees to the
PRSI and income tax take, to arrive at an estimate of taxes arising fi’om
manufacturing. This estimate for 1991 is £1,187.4 million. (As mentioned
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in the text of Chapter 4, this leaves out taxes on manufacturing profits,
which are referred to separately.)

To estbnate the effects of the re-spending of taxes arising from
manufacturing, it is aimed to treat the amounts concerned ,as being spent

by the public sector according to the same pattern as public expenditure
in general. The basic source for deriving the breakdown of public
expenditure required for this is Table 21 of the National Income and
Expenditure on "Receipts and Expenditures of Public Authorities".

An initial point to note here is that time major items on the "receipts"
side include not only tmxes but also borrowing, while time "expenditures"
include repayments of debt principal as well as other expenditures. We
make the simplifying assumption that debt principal repayments are
ftmded fi’om borrowing rather than fi’om taxation (as would be the case if

time public debt were in a steady state, neither rising nor falling). Thus, time
public expenditure which taxes arising fi’om industry are deemed to be
helping to fund is all public expenditure other than debt principal
repayments, and our aim is to treat the t~Lxes arising fi’om industry ,as being
spent according to the pattern of all public expenditure other than debt
principal repa)qmaents.

This procedure rnay be justified partly on the grounds that borrowing
has in fact been sufficient to covet" debt principal repayments. Borrowing
and debt repayments are also obviously linked to each other in the sense
that one begets the other. There is also the point that the amounts for both
borrowing and repayments of debt principal can be highly variable fi’om
year to yeah depending on the tinting of when particular loans fall due for
repayment and whether this creates particular needs for new borrowing at
such times. Thus, if we were to take it that ta.xes arising fi’om industry go
partly to repaying debt principal, time proportion so doing cotdd vary
substantially from one year to time next. Hence, the estimated employment
,associated with re-spendlng of taxes arising fl’om industry could vary quite
substantially for reasons which would have nothing to do with the
behaviour or performance of industry but rather would arise from details

of timing of public debt management. This would hardly be appropriate
when in reality it is primarily borrowing which fluctuates in response to
fluctuations in time timing of debt repayments.

Our aim, therefore, is to treat the t~L,~es arising from industry as being
spent according to the pattern of all public expenditure other than debt
principal repayments. In the case of 1991, total public attthorities
expenditure was £15,277.5 million, of which £2,735.7 million was
"redemption of securities and loan repayments" (or debt principal
repayments), leaving £12,541.8 million as expenditure on all items other
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Lllan debt principal repayments. For our pul’poses, we divide this anlount
into fotu" categories: (I) foreign del)t interest, or "national debt interest
paid to tile rest of the world" which, from Table 24 of tile National Income
and Expenditure (NIE), was £1,030.7 million in 199l; (2) current

expenditure on goods and services which, fi’om Table 21 of tile NIJ~, was
£4,872.3 million in 1991; (3) transfer pa),ments, domestic debt interest and
subsidies, which was £5,678.2 million in 1991 (this is calculated as the sum

of I:ransfer payments, national debt interest and subsidies in Table 21 of
tile NIE nlinus foreign debt interest from Table 24 of the N[1~3; and (4)
capital expenditure which (excluding "redemption of securities and loan
repaymenLs") was £960.7 million in 1991, fi’om Table 21 of tile NIE.

We then calculate tile amount sl)ent oil each of these four categories as a
percentage of total public expenditure other than debt principal
repa),ments, and we take it that.the same percentages of the t~Lxes arising
fl’om manufacturing industry are allocated to expenditure on each of tile
four categories. For example, the amount spent on foreign debt interest in
1991 was £1,030.7 million which is 8.2 per cent of tile total of £12,541.8
million, so we regard 8.2 per cent of the taxes arising fi’om industr), as going
to pay foreign debt interest. In t~he same wa); it is estimated that, in 1991,
38.8 per cent of these taxes was spent oil providing current goods and
services, 45.3 per cent went to transfer payments, domestic debt interest and
subsidies, and just 7.7 per cent was spent on capital investment.

In order to estimate the implications of these expenditures for Irish
services emplo),ment, we first leave aside tile amount which left the Irish
economy in the form of foreign debt interest pa),ments, on the grotmds
that this made no contribution to h’ish employment. Then we use tile
input-output table for 1985 to allocate appropriate proportions of tile
other amounLs to expencliture on Irish services, as opposed to other h’ish
products or imports.

Specifically, the public autllorities’ current expenditure on goods and
services corresponds to the "Net Govel’nnlent" COillnlll ill tile illput-output

tables. Tile input-output table shows that nearly all of this (over 93 per
cent) was spent on hish services (excluding electricity, gas and water), with
the remainder going to building and construction in which t:be output to
enq)loyment ratio is not vet’), different to services. Thus, we treat all of

public current expenditure oil goods and services ,as being spent oil Irish
services, excluding elcctricit),, gas and water. (Actually, tile input-output
table indicates that 2 per cent of "Net Government" exl)enditure goes to
t~,:ation, but we do not deduct this on the grounds that this is also re-spent
anyway.) |n the case of 1991, this means tllat £460.7 million is so allocated
to expenditttre on Irish services under this beading -£460.7 million being
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38.8 pet" cent of the estimated £1,187.4 million in taxes arising fi’om
m .q n u fac ttt ri n g.

Public capital expenditure is best treated ,as being allocated b)’ sector as
in the "Gross Fixed Capital Expenditttre" column of the input-outpnt table.
The inpnt-output table indicates that 34.9 per cent of this is spent on
imports or Irish industrial and agrictdtural products, with the remaining
65.1 pet" cent being spent on h’ish services (excluding electricity gas and
water) or building and construction. (Actuall),, a small part of this 65.1 per
cent goes to taxation, but we do not dednct this on the grounds that this is

also re-spent an),way.) Since building and construction has an output to
emplo),ment’ratio which is similar to services, we treat 65.1 pet" cent of

public capital expenditure as being spent on h’ish services (excluding
electricity, gas and water); thus we combine 65.1 per cent of the capital
expenditure with all the current expenditure on goods and services and
treat this amount as being spent on h-ish services (excluding electricity, gas
and water). In fact the data indicate that 86 per cent of this combined total
of the p, vo categories goes to h’ish services (excluding electricity, g~ts and
water), with the remainder going to building and construction, so there
cannot be much loss of accuracy in treating it all as going to Irish services.

The transfer payments, domestic debt interest and subsidies which are
paid for by taxes arising fi’om industry mainly end up as incomes of
individuals, so this amotmt is best treated ,’us being spent on Irish services
in the same proportion as "Personal" expenditure in the input-output
table. First, however, we deduct personal savings at national average rates.
From Table 9 of the NIE, we obtain figures for Personal Savings (£2,147
million in 1991) and for Personal Income after tax (£18,333 million in
] 991 ), and calculate the former figure as a percentage of the latter to give
savings as a percentage of income (which is 11.7 per cent in 1991). Thus,
we deduct this amount of savings and treat the remainder (88.3 per cent in
1991) of transfer pa),ments, domestic debt interest and subsidies as being
spent on Irish services in a similar proportion to "Personal" expenditure in
the input-Output table.

It was noted above (in the section in this Appendix on "Estimation of
services employment associated with expenditttres of mannfactnring
employees") that 35.9 per cent of personal expenditure in the inpnt-outpttt
table is spent on Irish services. However, part of personal expenditure in
the input-output table also goes to indirect taxation (VAT and excise).
Since we are dealing here with the estimation of services emplo),ment
supported b)’ the re-spending of taxes, we would not want to discard that
part of personal expendittwe which goes to indirect taxation, because that
indirect tzuxation is in turn re-spent.
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One approach to dealing with this could be to deduct the indirect tax
element fi’om personal expenditure and to u’eat the indirect t~L~: as being
re-spent again according to the overall pattern of public expenditure.
However, we adopt a more simplified procedure which, although more
crude, would make little quantitative difference. Thus, the transfer
payments, domestic debt interest and subsidies expenditure (after savings)
is treated as being spent on Irish services in the same proportion as
"Personal" expenditttre in the input-output table excluding the tax t’ninus
subsidy item. This means that 43.3 per cent of it is treated as being spent

on Irish services (including electricity, gas and water), rather than the
figure of 35.9 per cent which would apply if we took expenditure on Irish
services as a percentage of total "personal" expenditure including the tax

minus subsidy item. Thus, in the example of 1991, 43.3 per cent of 88.3
per cent - i.e., 38.2 per cent - o[r transfer payments, domestic debt interest
and subsidies is treated as being spent on Irish services (including
electricit),, gas and water).

At this point, we have the tmxes arising fi’om manufacturing allocated to
categories of public exl:)enditure, with proportions of each category being
spent on h’ish services, as follows. The amount going to foreign debt
interest is not spent on h’ish services at all. All of the amount going to
current expenditure on goods and services plus 65.1 pet" cent of the
amount going to capital expenditure is treated as being spent on h’ish
services exchtding electricity, gas and water. There is an amount going to
transfer paynleuts, donaestic debt interest and subsidies, from which
savings are deducted and then 43.3 per cent of the remainder is spent on
h’ish services i’ncfitdi~zg electricity, gas and water. (Note that the reason for
the different treatment of electricity, gas and water in the above categories
is because the input-output table indicates that part of "personal"
expenditure goes to electricity, gas and ~lter, while "net government" and
"gross fixed capital formation" expenditure are not spent on electricit),, g~
and water.)

Having obtait~ed, for each year, esti~ates of expeJlditttres on Irish
services from the taxes arising from manufacturing, the procedure for
estimating the effects of this on h’ish services employment is similar to the
procedure already outlined above in the case of spending by industry or

employees on services. In the case of spending of transfer payments,
domestic debt interest and subsidies - which are partly spent on electricity,
gas and water- it is exactly the same as the previously outlined procedure.
Iqowever, in the cases of current expenditure on goods and services and of

capital expenditure - which are not spent on electricity, gas and water -
the procedure is slightly different. The difference is that the emplo),ment
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involved in producing the services which are purchased under these
headings is calculated using output to employment ratios for services
excluding electricity gas and water.

Chapter 6: Estimation of Secondary Employmen.t in hq.~h hzdustT7 Associated with
ManufactuT~ng Industry’s Purchasing of Materials

In order to estimate the secondary employment in h-ish industry which
is supported by overseas industl-y’s purchasing of Irish-naade materials and
components, we start with estimates, derived from the lEE survey, of
overseas nlanufacturing’s expenditures oil h’ish-sourced materials and
components in each year concerned. Then we use the official input-output
tables for 1985 to estimate how much of this is spent oil Irish
manufactm’ed products as opposed to h’ish primary products.

The input-output table indicates which sectors the Irish materials
inputs purchased by individual sectors come fi’om. In the case of most
manufacturing sectors, it shows that more than 98 per cent of their
spending on h’ish materials and components is spent on products of
manufacturing sectors other than the food sector. We aSStlnle that n’ll.lch

the same is true of tile overseas components of these sectors (the input-
output table distinguishes individual sectors, but does not dist.iuguish
overset~s fi’om indigenous flrnls). Whtis, I~or overseas firms in these sectors,
we take it that aUof their" expenditures on h’ish materials and components
are spent on non-food manufactured products.

The employment supported by these expenditures is then estimated by
dividing the expenditures by sales per employee for indigenous non-food
manufacturing in tile year concerned. We use sales per employee for
indigenous rather than all non-food manufacturing on the grounds that
most of the inputs purchased in h’eland would come fi’om indigenous
industry. They wonld have to come from indigenous industry in
significantly greater proportion than the share of indigenous industry in
total manut~acttning output, because overseas indusu’y sells so little to the
h’ish market while indigenous industry sells primarily to the hish market.
Thus, indigenous indusu’y accounts for a much larger share of products
which are both produced and sold in h’eland than it does of till products
which are produced in h’eland. The required sales per employee data for
indigenous non-food manufacturing are obtained using the grossed tip
IEE survey data and IDA Employment Survey data.

V~qlile virtually all of the spending by most manufacturing sectors on
h’ish-sourced materials and components goes to non-food manufacturing
sectors, there are some sectors for which this is not the case. Tile 1985
input-outl)Ut table indicates that the sectors which spend significant
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amounts on h’ish primary products or on Irish food sector output are
meat/meat products, milk and dairy p]’oducts, other food p]’oducts,
beverages, textiles/clothing and wooden products/furniture.

In the case of these sectors, we again use the grossed up IEE survey
data for each year concerned to derive tile amount of expenditures by
overseas industry on all h’ish materials and components. Then we use the

1985 input-ouq)ut table to estimate what proportion of these expenditures
go to the i)rimary sector, the food sector and non-food manufacturblg
sectors. For example, the 1985 input-output table indicates that, of the
expenditure by the "other food prodttcts" sector on h’ish materials and
components, 28.0 per cent was spent on h’ish i)rimary products, 59.2 per
cent was spent on products of the food sector, and 12.8 per cent was spent
on non-food manuliacturing products. We take it that the same proportions
apply to the overseas component of the sector, in 1985 and in other years
as well, anti thus obtain estimated expenditure on each of the three types
of proclucts for each year.

(Note that in order to use such p[’oportions derived fi’om the input-
Otttput table to distribute expenditure estimates derived from the grossed-
up lEE surve), data, it is necessary to have sectoral classifications fi’om both
SOtll’Ces which match o[" COl’l’espond to each other. For some sectors this is
not a problem, but in other cases it is neccssal’), to cotnbine some inpttt-
outpttt sectors or some lEE sectors to obtain matcbillg classificatiolls. For
example, the two input-outpttt table sectors, textiles/clothing and
leather/footwear, have to be combined together to match the combination
of the t’wo lEE survey sectors, textiles and clothing/footwear/leather.)

Having obtained estimates of expenditures by overseas firms in the
sectors mentioned above on each of the three categories, primary
products, food sector products and non-food manufacturil]g products, the
expenditure going to the primary sector is then left out of consideration.
The employn]ent supported by expendittwes going to the tbod and non-
food manufacturing sectors is estimated b)’ dividing the expenditures
concerned 13), sales per employee for, respectively, indigenous food and
non-food manufacturing industries.

Chapter 6 also includes estimates of employment in producing h’ish
n~antffactured inpttts for indigenous industry. These estimates are
calculated in the same way as for overseas indusu’y. The only difference is
that we start with the expenditures by indigenous industr), on h’ish
materials, and then calculate the employn~ent implications of this in the

same way as in the case of overseas industry.
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